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THE NETHERLANDS
WE INVITE THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON DENTAL 

HYGIENE (ISDH) TO THE NETHERLANDS’ CITY OF INNOVATION

“THE CONNECTION FOR PREVENTION”
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INTERNATIONALLY ORIENTED, 
ENTREPRENEURIAL AND RAW.  
WORLDLY, PIONEERING,  
NO-NONSENSE.
HER NAME IS... ROTTERDAM.

https://youtu.be/r9kRAlPnBbo
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WHY ROTTERDAM

Rotterdam is

EASILY 
ACCESSIBLE 
by air, train, car or boat

3

Rotterdam has over 

9,000 
bedrooms in 3-star,  
4-star and 5-star
hotels, plus hostels.

VENUES AND 
HOTELS WITHIN 
WALKING 
DISTANCE OR BY 
DIRECT METRO 
LINES

Rotterdam: leading in 
many sectors. 
Maritime, Offshore and 
Logistics, Life Science & 
Health, Agro Food, 
Innovation.

26MINUTES
Schiphol International Airport 
Rotterdam Central Station

FREE 
RECEPTION AT 
CITY HALL 
(APPROX. WORTH €15,000)

Lonely Planet’s 

MUST SEE CITY

CNN’s 

CAPITAL OF 
COOL A bustling mix of 

innovative architecture, 
lively festivals and 
challenging art and 
culture.
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INVITATION

Welcome to the Netherlands,
Welcome to Rotterdam,

Dear Members of the Board and House of Delegates,

It is with great enthusiasm, honor and pride that on behalf of the Dutch Dental 
Hygienists Association and in collaboration with the Rotterdam Partners - Convention 
Bureau we invite the International Symposium on Dental Hygiene to the Netherlands 
in 2026.

We believe the Netherlands is an excellent destination for the symposium, because 
the country is centrally located in Europe, and easy to travel to. The Netherlands’ 
open and tolerant character is very much evidenced by its hospitality towards 
foreigners. Entry to the country is guaranteed to all foreign individuals participating 
in a congress organized in the Netherlands, regardless of their nationality. Although 
Dutch is the official language, most people also speak English, German or French. 
As any visitor to this charming land can attest, the Dutch truly enjoy contact with 
people from abroad and will make you feel at home in no time at all.

Dental hygiene education in the Netherlands started in 1968 after a long political 
debate about roles, functions and the working domain. From a slow start with 5 
students in a school based on the American model with a 2-year curriculum, dental 
hygiene education is now a 4-year, higher professional education with an admission 
of 300 students annually who pursue the degree of Bachelor of Science at a 
University of Applied Sciences. 

In the 50 years of its existence, the dental hygiene profession has undergone a 
tremendous change. In the beginning, dental hygienists worked under the supervision 
of a dentist, which changed in 1992 to their working ‘under referral’ from a dentist, 
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and again in 2006, when dental hygienists became directly accessible. One third of 
the working force of approximately 3500 dental hygienists is now working in their 
own independent practice. The focus of professional practice has changed from the 
prevention of caries via periodontology to the relation between dental health and 
general health and well being. The profession, the education and the Dutch Dental 
Hygienists’ Association (Nederlandse Vereniging van Mondhygiënisten; NVM-
mondhygiënisten) have matured and its members are now serious partners in oral 
health care. Since its foundation the association has always focused on improving 
knowledge and quality of healthcare and science. This has resulted in a national 
dental hygienists Quality Register (www.kieskrm.nl) and an active policy for 
improvement of the care that we deliver to our patients.

We have chosen the Netherlands’ world port city Rotterdam as venue for this 
congress. With its strategic position in Europe, Rotterdam is literally connected with 
the rest of the world. Schiphol International Airport (300 direct worldwide 
destinations) is only 26 minutes away and Rotterdam The Hague Airport (40 
European destinations) only 10 minutes. Thanks to its compact town center, congress 
centers, hotels, dinner venues are within walking distance or short (direct) transfer by 
metro of each other.

Rotterdam, city on the Maas, is considered the most modern city of the Netherlands. 
Atypical in its own country, internationally renowned for its passion for innovation 
and its unpolished charms. 

Whether it is its ever-changing skyline full of audacious architecture, its port that is 
regarded as the smartest in the world, or the “can do” mentality of its residents. 
Rotterdam is a town with a pronounced character, energetic and always dynamic. 
Rotterdam is a ‘must see’ city. Tough, lively, diverse and always changing. A city 
where there is room for everyone.

On behalf of the Dutch Dental Hygienists Association we ask the Members of the 
House of Delegates to consider our candidacy for the ISDH 2026 in the Netherlands 
and offer us the possibility to continue with the bid.

With kind regards,

Manon van Splunter-Schneider 
President

Ramin Najafbagy 
Vice-president

http://www.kieskrm.nl
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Manon van Splunter-Schneider
Dental hygienist (1996). President of Dutch Dental Hygienists Association (NVM-
mondhygiënisten) since 2015. Board member of the Ambulance Academy.

Ramin Najafbagy
Dental hygienist (2004) and MSc Public Administration (2013). Vice-president of the 
Dutch Dental Hygienists Association (since 2012). Owner of an independent 
practice in dental hygiene (since 2007).

Ellen Bol – van den Hil
Dental hygienist (1978), Bachelor of Health in dental hygiene (2009). CEO of the 
Dutch Dental Hygienists Association (since 2010). Owner of an independent 
practice in dental hygiene (since 1986). Vice-president of the European Dental 
Hygienists Federation (since 2016).

Nathalie Stekelenburg
Leisure Management (2002). Head of the communication staff of the Dutch Dental 
Hygienists Association. Owner of ‘Vormt’, marketing and communication.

ORGANIZING 
COMMITTEE

The Organizing Committee for the International Symposium on Dental Hygiene 
2026 consists of the following members:
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Loes Velthoven – Verlinden 
Dental hygienist, Bachelor of Health (2009). MSc in innovation in care and welfare 
(2015). Board member Dutch Dental Hygienists Association with focus on Evidence 
Based Practice and (continuing) Education (2018). Lecturer at Utrecht University of 
Applied Sciences, department dental hygiene.

Evelien Kooiman – Dijkstra
Master Communication Studies (2007). Policy advisor of the Dutch Dental Hygienists 
Association with focus on Evidence Based Practice and (continuing) education (since 
2017).

Vanessa Hollaar
Dental hygienist (2001) and psychologist (2005). Senior lecturer and researcher at 
the Education of Dental hygiene at HAN University of Applied Sciences. In 2017 she 
finished her PhD research ‘Chlorhexidine solution and pneumonia in care-
dependently elderly people’. Her current research focusses on how dental hygienists 
and dieticians can collaborate interprofessionally in malnutrition and oral health.

Dagmar Else Slot 
Dental hygienist (1997), earned a Bachelor of Education (1999), did a Master of 
Science (2005) and defend her PhD ‘Prevention of gingivitis and Treatment of 
periodontitis - chlorhexidine gels and dental lasers –‘. (2015). Currently, she is an 
associate professor at the Academic Center for Dentistry Amsterdam (ACTA), chairs 
the pediatric dentistry department and is a researcher in periodontology. She has 
supervised all level of students with their research projects, has been author/co-
author of over a hundred peer-reviewed international scientific papers, won several 
awards and lectured in all world continents.

SCIENTIFIC 
COMMITTEE

A small country like the 
Netherlands facilitates 
quick and easy access to 
wherever you want to 
go

The Scientific Committee for the International Symposium on Dental Hygiene 2026 
consists of the following members:
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LOCAL SUPPORT

A wide range of organisations has expressed their support to host 
the International Symposium on Dental Hygiene (ISDH) in 2026 in 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Please see the appendices for their 
official letter of support.

• European Federation of Periodontology (EFP)
• Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport (VWS)
• The Ivory Cross (Ivoren Kruis)
• TC Group Dutch Dental Hygienist Association (NVM)
• UCL Eastman Dental Institute London, United Kingdom
• Research Group “Etiology and Therapy of Periodontal Diseases” (ETEP),

University Complutense of Madrid, Spain
• Royal Dutch Dental Association (KNMT)
• City of Rotterdam
• Netherlands Board of Tourism & Conventions (NBTC)
• Rotterdam Partners Convention Bureau
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16-17 June 2026 or 30 June-1 July         HOD meeting
18-20 June 2026 or 2-4 July 2026         International Symposium on Dental Hygiene

ISDH 2026 
WHY IN THE NETHERLANDS?

Dutch dental hygienist are leaders within their profession. Their professional standard 
is high and they strive to the best care for the patient based on the best scientific 
evidence. 

In 52 years the profession developed from auxiliary to colleague, with the possibility 
to work independently, but always in collaboration with dentists and with other (oral) 
healthcare professionals to give the patient the care they need and deserve.
One of the goals for the profession is to contribute to the reduction of the burden of 
oral diseases nationally and globally. To reach that goal, the Dutch Dental Hygienists 
Association collaborate with other associations in dental and general healthcare and 
is member of the International Federation of Dental Hygienists and the European 
Dental Hygienists Federation. 

The Netherlands is a safe country and their inhabitants are hospitable and has all 
English as their second language. Although it is small, it has a rich history, which can 
be seen throughout the country. And, as you can read in this booklet, Rotterdam is 
the city to be. It has its own charme and is a bustling mix of innovative architecture, 
lively festivals and challenging art and culture. 

Proposed Theme: The connection for prevention
In order to deliver efficient prevention with good results it is important to connect all 
disciplines around a patient. Because oral health is connected to general health, and 
behavioral change not only is focused on brushing instructions, but rather connected 
with lifestyle, efficient and effective prevention only can be reached by working 
together with other (care) professionals and the patient himself.
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DENTAL HYGIENE 
IN THE NETHERLANDS

In the Netherlands the profession of dental hygienists exists from 1967. The first 
dental hygienists were trained in the USA and Canada. Back in the Netherlands they 
founded the Dutch Dental Hygienists Association and as real pioneers have paved 
the way for their future colleagues. In 1968 the first education for dental hygienists 
started in Utrecht.

Dental hygienists are now a very valued member of the oral health team. Started 
as an auxiliary - working under supervision of the dentist - the profession developed 
throughout the years and nowadays the dental hygienist is an equivalent colleague 
of dentists and other healthcare professionals. The core-business is of course preven-
tive oral care in all its facets.

The ambition of the Dutch dental hygienist is working towards a generation with a 
healthy mouth. To reach this you have to invest in preventive oral care for the youth. 
As also in other countries, oral health in people with a lower social economic status 
is less then in other groups of the population. We also know from research that 
investing in preventive oral care can reduce 50-70% of caries and that also gingival 
inflammation can be prevented. 

Another vulnerable group are the elderly, living at home who depend on home care 
who are not able to visit the dental professional anymore. For both groups the dental 
hygienist is the preferred professional to deliver the preventive oral care. The dental 
hygienist is easily accessible and has the expertise within the dental chain to a sig-
nificant behavioural change in these groups. So, working towards a healthy genera-
tion, we have to bet on risk management, behavioral change and lifestyle approach 
and not only on giving a brushing instruction. So, custom made prevention, smart 
and focused, but especially effective.

This also means that the dental hygienist has to look also outside his own domain 
and work together with other (health) care workers. If we bet on lifestyle approach, 

then it is also important to look at the social domain, the (chronic) diseases with 
which one faces etc. When someone has to live from a small income or assistance 
from the government, is ill and/or has debts, then it’s quite difficult to change life-
style. All these areas that play a role has to be included. This means working togeth-
er with the other (healthcare) professionals standing around the client.

Board of the Dutch Dental Hygienists 
Association (NVM-mondhygiënisten)
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The ultimate goal for the dental hygienist in the Netherlands is to promote health, 
particularly a healthy mouth for every person, be it functionally, emotionally or even 
aesthetically. A healthy mouth contributes to a feeling of social well-being and better 
general health.

More then half of the working dental hygienists in the Netherlands are registered in 
the Quality Register for dental hygienists. This register was founded in 2000 with 7 
other paramedical professions and in 2009 the Dutch Association decided to start 
their own Quality Register. Registration is voluntary. There are approximately 1770 
dental hygienists registered in this Register. Every five year the dental hygienists has 
to show that they meet the criteria of continuing vocational training and working 
hours. If so, they will be registered again for five years. The criteria are updated 
every five years and adjusted to new developments among the profession of dental 
hygienists and health care.
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ISDH 2026.
A HEALTHY MOUTH 
CONTRIBUTES TO A FEELING 
OF SOCIAL WELL-BEING AND 
BETTER GENERAL HEALTH.
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PROPOSED 
DATES
The proposed venues, De Doelen ICC 
Rotterdam and Rotterdam Ahoy 
Convention Centre, are able to offer 1st 

options on the following dates for the 
International Symposium on Dental 
Hygiene (ISDH) in 2026:

De Doelen ICC Rotterdam
• Wednesday 1 July until Saturday

4 July 2026 (1st option)

Rotterdam Ahoy Convention Centre
• Wednesday 17 June until Saturday

20 June 2026 (1st option)
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INTERNATIONAL
Rotterdam is a thriving cosmopolitan city, with a wealth of cultures and ethnicities 
from all over the world including over 600,000 inhabitants and more than 170 
nationalities. It is the gateway to Europe and Europe’s largest port.

EASY ACCESSIBLE 
The city of Rotterdam is easily accessible via the international airport of Amsterdam 
Schiphol (26 minutes by direct train) or Rotterdam Airport (EU flights). Rotterdam is 
also linked by international high-speed trains (London 3 hrs, Paris 2½ hrs, Brussels 
1¼ hrs).

PROPOSED VENUES 
Both proposed venues are very suitable to host the International Symposium on 
Dental Hygiene (ISDH). De Doelen ICC Rotterdam is located within the city centre, 
Rotterdam Ahoy Convention Centre is located just outside the city centre. The venues 
are located within easy reach of over 9,000 hotel rooms offering a range of luxury 
and styles, fitting every delegates budget with hostels, 3, 4 and 5* properties. 
Almost all hotels are within walking distance, or a very short transfer via public 
transportation (direct lines!) to the venue and various offsite dinner venues.  

WHY ROTTERDAM?  
We are not only known for our international port, the art and culture, our 
architecture and the international renown universities as the Erasmus Medical Centre. 
We like to think together with you how you can organize a professional and 
successful conference. Rotterdam Partners can act as your quick access point to all 
organizations in Rotterdam.

SUBVENTION
The Municipality of Rotterdam offers a subvention for associations operating in the 
medical, maritime or agrofood industry sectors, among others, who plan to organize 
their European or International congress in our city. 

We would like to thank you for the opportunity to inform you about 
the city of Rotterdam as a possible host destination for the Congress 
of the International Symposium on Dental Hygiene (ISDH) in 2026. 
We are honored that you are taking time to get acquainted with our 
city. Please find a short introduction to our city below. 

INTRODUCTION 
CONVENTION BUREAU
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Rotterdam Partners can provide you with the precise conditions to qualify for this 
fund and is happy to assist you in the application process.

Besides this Rotterdam Partners will also share its resources with you focused on 
the marketing of your meeting and maximize your attendee numbers. You will have 
access to high resolution pictures, a promotional video, online city wide information, 
and various printed materials, all free of charge.

SITE-INSPECTION
Rotterdam Partners would like to extend a warm welcome to the Board and invite 
you for a site inspection prior to or after the decision is made for the host destination.  
With this visit we introduce our city and visit the proposed venues, hotels, and 
possible dinner venues and support you in this difficult decision to be made. 

RECEPTION CITY HALL
In addition, if the meeting is confirmed to Rotterdam we can assist to request a 
reception in City Hall (upon availability). The (vice) mayor will personally welcome 
you and your meeting delegates to the city during this 1.5 hour welcome reception 
including drink and hors d’oeuvres, hosted by the city. 

Rotterdam Partners will do everything in their power to offer you and your delegates 
an unforgettable experience and will make them feel welcome during every 
moment of their stay. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions 
regarding this bidbook. I hope to have the opportunity to welcome you to the city of 
Rotterdam.  

Rotterdam, Make it Happen!

Maaike Hamann
Account Manager - Rotterdam Partners Convention Bureau
+31 6 12 76 81 01 / m.hamann@rotterdampartners.nl

mailto:c.kalamidas@rotterdampartners.nl
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Organising an international congress 
isn’t just about the best possible 
program, top speakers and finding 
sponsors. The choice of host city is just 
as important to make your event 
successful. You are looking for a city 
with international appeal, good 
connectivity, top venues and good 
value for money. A city where your 
delegates will feel right at home and 
that has a buzzing after-hours scene. A 
city that positively surprises your 
delegates and puts a smile on their 
faces. Look no further.
Welcome to Rotterdam!

Inside the 
Market Hall

Internationally known for 
her World Port

630,000 inhabitants and  
more than 170 nationalities

Famous 
ARCHITECTURE
like the Markthal

INNOVATION 
Rotterdam has a strong 

position for innovation & 
resilience

Welcome from our 
mayor Aboutaleb

Rotterdam is a young and dynamic city 
with an energetic and creative mindset. 
A city with world class architecture, an 
open and cosmopolitan atmosphere 
and a hip & happening art, festival 
and culinary scene. There’s always 
something to see or do in Rotterdam, 
making it the perfect city to organise a 
top class congress. 

International acclaim supports the new 
élan of Rotterdam as top international 
destination. Lonely Planet declared 
Rotterdam as one of the top cities in 
the world for travellers in 2016. Other 
international accolades include IFEA 
World Festival & Event City 2015 
(IFEA), Must See City 2014 (NY Times) 
and Top Ten City 2014 (RoughGuides).

DESTINATION
ROTTERDAM
YOUR CONGRESS DESTINATION

Battle of the drums 
during Summer Carnival

https://vimeo.com/169862297
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ROTTERDAM.
REFRESHINGLY DUTCH 
REMARKABLY INTERNATIONAL.
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WHY ROTTERDAM? 

ROTTERDAM IS A YOUNG DYNAMIC WORLD CITY THAT KEEPS 
REINVENTING ITSELF AT A RAPID PACE. 
Atypical in the Netherlands, internationally renowned for our passion for 
innovation and unpolished charm. Whether it is the ever-changing skyline full of 
bold architecture, our port that is regarded as the smartest in the world or the can do 
mentality of the Rotterdam people in all its diversity: Rotterdam is a city with a 
distinct character, energetic and always in motion. A city of frontrunners, 
pioneers and people with the courage and will to drive change.

ROTTERDAM. DYNAMIC WORLD CITY
Rotterdam is a dynamic world city, internationally known as the ‘gateway to Europe’. 
Our port, the busiest in Europe and the smartest in the world, is the anchor of 
Europe’s maritime & offshore cluster. Our city is also home to leading, 
innovative clusters in other key economic sectors such as life sciences & 
health, cleantech, logistics and agri-food. Thanks to our port and its excellent 
hinterland connections, our international airports and our superior (digital) 
infrastructure, Rotterdam has the best connectivity in Europe. That is why 
Rotterdam is an international business and transport hub where international 
companies choose to locate their head offices. In Rotterdam connections are made 
quickly and easily, resulting in unorthodox combinations and innovative crossovers 
between economic sectors. With our internationally acclaimed knowledge 
institutions, a thriving international business community, high-quality culture and 
architecture, a multitude of leisure activities and a great diversity in people, 
Rotterdam offers everything in one.

ROTTERDAM. CITY OF INNOVATION
Rotterdam is a city of frontrunners, pioneers and people with the courage and will to 
drive change. Entrepreneurial spirit, innovation and experiments are all 
part of the city’s DNA. Traditionally, Rotterdam has drawn immigrants from near 
and far. They came here to fulfil their dreams, to build a future. 
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That pioneering spirit has spurred Rotterdam’s growth and made it the world port city 
it is today. A city still characterised by its bold innovative drive: whether 
in terms of architecture, our creative sector, our future-obsessed port or our 
resilience strategy. Our city often leads the way globally. Take the development 
of the Maasvlakte 2 to extend the port into the sea, for example, and the 
architectural masterpieces on the Kop van Zuid. Or our top universities and 
knowledge institutions that are internationally renowned for their outstanding 
research and education. And how about our climate adaptation strategy that is 
setting an example across the world and the reason why the Global Centre of 
Excellence on Climate Adaptation has chosen Rotterdam as its location.

ROTTERDAM. BOLD CITY
Rotterdam is a city with a distinct character, energetic and always in motion. Here 
we embrace experiments; nearly everything is possible. We combine 
expansive statements relating to architecture, urban development and design with 
small-scale projects. Rotterdam offers unparalleled room for innovation and 
entrepreneurship. We welcome creative spirits who believe in the future of the 
city and want to be part of our Make it Happen culture. The Rotterdam mentality of 
thinking in solutions ensures that innovations are actually put in practice and as 
such become inspiring examples for the rest of the world. A city is never finished and 
thus Rotterdam keeps reinventing itself. Old port areas are successfully 
transformed into innovative living and working areas. Vacancy acts as a catalyst for 
urban renewal. The city grows and works creatively with the available space: up, 
down or on the water. Through a successful implementation of various densification 
strategies the inner city of Rotterdam has become more attractive, green and lively.

ROTTERDAM. CITY OF MANY CULTURES
Rotterdam’s strategic location means that our city is literally connected to the rest of 
the world. With more than 170 nationalities living here together, we are also home 
to the world. Some were born here, others came here to build a future. This great 
diversity in people, dreams and ambitions makes Rotterdam a city 
rich in subcultures. It has shaped our art & culture scene, food culture, nightlife, 
streets, neighbourhood, our entrepreneurial spirit and business community. This 
diversity gives our city a unique urban vibe. This makes Rotterdam an 
international city with an open culture where there is room for newcomers to 
come and fulfil their dreams. A city that is constantly evolving and always 
looks forward. 
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ACCESSIBILITY
INTERNATIONAL ACCESS

Rotterdam is connected to the world and the easy of travelling to the 
city allows more delegates to attend your conference. There are two 
airports in the vicinity of Rotterdam: Schiphol International Airport 
and Rotterdam Airport. Rotterdam is also fast and easy to reach by 
high-speed rail, such as the Thalys.

Amsterdam Airport Schiphol
Rotterdam is just 26 minutes away from 
the world’s 2nd largest international hub, 
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol. The direct 
high speed train to Rotterdam Central 
Station departs five times per hour from 
the airport. To show you how easy it is, 
please view our instruction video on 
how-to-get-to-Rotterdam.

• 26 min to Rotterdam Central Station
• 300 direct destinations
• 4,633 flight per week
• 63 million passengers each year

Rotterdam Airport
Rotterdam Airport is a comfortable and 
easy regional airport, making it an 
ideal hub for your European delegates. 
Travel times between the airport and the 
city are excellent: 15 minutes by taxi 
and 20 minutes by public transport 
(airport shuttle & metro) to Rotterdam 
Central Station.  

• 15 min to Rotterdam Central Station
• 40 European destinations
• Quick and easy access
• Low cost carriers

Amsterdam Airport 
Schiphol

Unlimited travel and discounts
For travelling with public transport in Rotterdam a public transport chip card is required.
With this chip card you can check in and check out at all metro stations and in trams and
buses of the RET in Rotterdam for 1, 2 or 3 consecutive days. Rotterdam Partners
Convention Bureau can provide you with discounted travel passes including the
Rotterdam Welcome Card. Please see this page for more information.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stQQpaX650w
https://en.rotterdam.info/visitors-info/rotterdam-welcome-card/
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BY RAIL
One of the fastest and easiest ways to 
get to Rotterdam is to travel by train. 
International direct trains from Belgium, 
France, the UK and Germany arrive 
and many times a day at Rotterdam 
Central Station. 

Travel times
Schiphol Airport 0 hr 26 minutes 
Antwerp  0 hr 30 minutes
Brussels 1 hr 11 minutes
Paris 2 hr 36 minutes
London 3 hr 01 minute

BY ROAD
Rotterdam can easily be reached by 
car, using the A4, A13, A15, A16 and 
A20 motorways. Exits to Rotterdam 
Centrum are clearly marked on signs.

BY WATER
Obviously, any true port city can be 
reached by boat! You can travel to 
Rotterdam by ferry from the United 
Kingdom. P&O Ferries and Stena Line 
offer regular ferry services between 
the United Kingdom and the 
Netherlands. Stena sails from Harwich, 
England to Hook of Holland, and it 
takes 30 minutes to travel from there to 
Rotterdam. P&O sails from Hull to 
Rotterdam Europoort. De Jong tours 
operates a shuttle service between 
Rotterdam Europoort and the city.

Rotterdam Central 
Station
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ROTTERDAM IS EASILY 
ACCESSIBLE.
AND HAS A  
COMPACT CITY CENTRE.
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LOCAL ACCESS
QUICK, EASY AND SUSTAINABLE

from Rotterdam Central 
to Rotterdam Ahoy in 
just 12 minutes

Go green with your conference! 
Thanks to the compact city centre and 
efficient public transport system, there 
is no need to provide bus transfers. 
Venues and hotels are located near the 
metro lines. For travelling with public 
transport a public transport chip card 
is required. Rotterdam Partners can 
provide you with discounted travel 
passes including the Rotterdam 
Welcome Card (more information).

Accessibility
The City of Rotterdam wants everyone 
to be able to travel by tram, bus or 
metro. This includes the visually 
impaired and people who are 
dependent on a wheelchair or who 
walk with the aid of a rollator. 

In order to make the metro stations 
accessible to all, all Rotterdam stations 
are equipped with wheelchair ramps, 
lifts and escalators. Buses, including 
the BOB buses and the RET trams, all 
offer low boarding platforms for easy 
access. This makes it easier for people 
with impaired mobility to get on and 
off (more information).

ROTTERDAM

VENUES
De Doelen ICC RotterdamA

Metro station + Line

Rotterdam Central Station1

B Rotterdam Ahoy CC

HOTELS NEAR METRO LINE
Rotterdam Ahoy hotel ****
BW Art Hotel ****
ss Rotterdam ****
nhow Rotterdam ****
Room Mate Rotterdam ****
Hotel new York ****
Thon Hotel ***
Inntel Hotel Rotterdam ****
Mainport by Inntel Hotel *****
City hub Budget
Bilderberg Parkhotel ****
Ibis Rotterdam City Centre ***
CitizenM ****
Easyhotel Rotterdam ***
NH Atlanta ****
The Student Hotel Budget
Hilton Rotterdam *****
Hotel Rotterdam ****
Holiday Inn Express ***
Rotterdam Marriott Hotel *****
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Erasmus 
Medical 
Center, the 
largest 
academic 
hospital in the 
Netherlands

https://en.rotterdam.info/visitors-info/rotterdam-welcome-card/
https://www.ret.nl/en/home/travelling-with-the-ret/accessibility/travelling-with-a-physical-impairment.html


THE HAGUE 
Central Station

ROTTERDAM
Central Station

Rotterdam 
Airport

Schiphol 
Airport

6,092 ROOMS
In Rotterdam
city centre
8,851 ROOMS
in large Rotterdam
10,557 ROOMS
in the region

1,781 ROOMS
within 15 
minutes of the 
train station

1,195 ROOMS
at Schiphol 
Airport

HOTELS 
Rotterdam has a wide and 
varied selection of hotels that 
offer an excellent price-quality 
ratio with almost 9,000 
bedrooms in 3-star, 4-star and 
5-star hotels, plus hostels (by
2022).

COMPETITIVE PRICES
Please find adjacent a cost indication of 
the 3-, 4- and 5-star hotels in 
Rotterdam. All rates include VAT, 
breakfast and Wi-Fi and are based on 
availibility. Please see the appendices 
for an overview of all the hotels that are 
located in the city centre and greater 
Rotterdam area.

SUFFICIENT CAPACITY IN THE 
REGION
The metro at the Convention Centre
enables delegates to travel with a
direct line to The Hague (45 min). In
close distance of the station there
are almost 1,800 hotel rooms.

Delegates travel by metro to Rotterdam
Central Station (11 min) and take the
hi-speed train to Schiphol Airport (26
min) to reach 1,195 hotel rooms.

ADDITIONAL GROWTH
Rotterdam is an ever developing city
and within the city centre more hotels
are yet to come.
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by intercity train

Competitive prices (Rotterdam) 

Budget/hostels
from €20 to €90

3-star properties
from €90 to €130

4-star properties
from €130 to €190

5-star properties
from €190 to €250

13,500
ROOMS 
WITHIN 
ONE HOUR

1,400 
PRIVATE  
RENTALS

MORE
ROOMS TO 
BE OPENED

Sufficient capacity in the region 

24

This part of The Netherlands 
equals the size of the greater 
London area.
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PROPOSED 
CONGRESS VENUES

A. DE DOELEN ICC ROTTERDAM
P. 26-28

B. ROTTERDAM AHOY

P. 29-31
CONVENTION CENTRE

NHOW ROTTERDAM 
(HOD MEETING)

P. 32
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CONGRESS 
VENUE A
DE DOELEN ICC ROTTERDAM

“De Doelen is not only the cultural 
focal point of Rotterdam, but it also 
features state of the art convention 
facilities and services, with the 
needs of the organiser and the 
delegate in mind. We work in an 
inspiring building, and use that 
inspiration to find the most flexible 
and effective solutions to achieve 
the goals of our clients.”

Diederik Waal
Manager  
Conference Sales
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DE DOELEN
More than 650,000 people visit de Doelen every year. The building attracts more 
visitors for concerts than any venue in the Netherlands with the exception of 
Amsterdam’s Concertgebouw, and is the best visited music venue in the city of 
Rotterdam. More than 600 concerts are held here every year. As a conference 
centre, de Doelen welcomes many thousands of visitors for congresses and other 
events.

De Doelen is Rotterdam’s leading venue for music and its central arena for the 
exchange of information. For both these activities the Doelen has a national and 
international reputation, taking its role as engine for cultural and economic 
development seriously. De Doelen is a place where musicians, their audiences, 
conference delegates, visitors meet and mingle freely, providing people of all kinds 
with meaningful experiences through music, debate and dialogue. 

ROOMS
De Doelen comprises three groups of halls or complexes: the Grote Zaal (Main Hall, 
max. 1.755), the Willem Burger Zaal (max. 700) and the Jurriaanse Zaal (max. 
465). Each complex has its own entrance, hall, foyer, and a number of smaller 
meeting spaces. One distinctive feature is that these three groups of halls can be 
used individually or in combination. This makes de Doelen uniquely flexible and 
perfectly suited for gatherings ranging from 100 to 3000 delegates.

SUSTAINABILITY
De Doelen is taking responsibility for his impact on society. We are constantly 
working on reducing the environmental impact as a result of our business activities. 
With the renovation of our concert hall for example many energy-saving facilities 
were installed. But awareness of the environment is a continuous process and 
includes the entire business; from waste separation to office paper. De Doelen takes 
its social responsibility seriously when it comes to the environment. Since October 
2010 de Doelen is the proud owner of the Golden Green Key certificate. 

IN SHORT
• City center
• Green Key certified
• Next to central station
• Combinations possible
• Nearby hotels

• 6,359 m2 Exhibition space
• Wifi
• Exclusive entrance
• 3 Complexes

Video introduction, virtual tour & more information

Willem Burger Zaal

Van Weelde Zaal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnGFwNo6s90
https://www.dedoeleniccrotterdam.nl/en/virtual-tour/
https://www.dedoeleniccrotterdam.nl/en/
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GROTE ZAAL COMPLEX.
MODERN CONFERENCE HALL 
WITH THE ATMOSPHERE OF A 
CONCERT HALL.
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CONGRESS VENUE B
ROTTERDAM AHOY CONVENTION CENTRE

"Each congress is of great 
importance to the association, to 
the participants, to the exhibitors, 
and to all other stakeholders 
involved. At Rotterdam Ahoy we 
understand that it should be run 
flawlessly; that it should meet, and 
possibly even exceed, all 
expectations.

It is this understanding that 
continuously inspires our team as 
well as our partners, to do their 
utmost to create the best possible 
experience with each event taking 
place at Rotterdam Ahoy.

You can count on our commitment, 
dedication, and full cooperation to 
make your congress a success!”

Gert-Jan van den 
Nieuwenhoff
General Manager B2B
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ROTTERDAM’S PERFECT CONFERENCE VENUE
For almost 50 years, Rotterdam Ahoy has been building the ideal venue for events 
large and small. Whatever their scale, they have one thing in common: they are a 
one-of-a-kind experience that inspires, motivates and enriches. Our staff and venue 
literally bring worlds together.

As Rotterdam locals, we share the city’s legendary down-to-earth mentality. But with 
our unique approach, we also set the pace for the future of the Events & Conferences 
sector. Behind the scenes and on the floor, we work tirelessly to help create the finest 
memories for you and your guests. We look forward to welcoming you.

Rotterdam Ahoy is expanding. In 2020, we will be opening the brandnew Rotterdam 
Ahoy Convention Centre (RACC). This international conference centre offers 35 
rooms and halls, an impressive auditorium with 2,750 seats and lovely foyers and 
exhibition spaces. Our conference centre is also a perfect venue for smaller 
gatherings. We offer a broad selection of halls and rooms, with capacities ranging 
between 50 and 1,000 people. The conference centre will be integrated within 
Ahoy’s existing structure. This means that at the same time as your conference, you 
can organise a trade show that aligns with the conference themes. Ahoy offers no 
fewer than 30,000 m² of floor area for trade events. 

The ground-breaking opening ceremony has already taken place, and construction 
has officially started. To give you an impression of what we will have to offer, please 
check the following links:
• A short movie, as a further introduction to the Rotterdam Ahoy Convention

Centre, giving you a glance in the future.
• The area guide will show you briefly what the plans are for the area surrounding

Rotterdam Ahoy.
• The style guide will give you an impression of the interior design.
• The capacity overview of the Rotterdam Ahoy Convention Centre as of 2020.
• And finally, by visiting the link to the Virtual RACC of 2020, you can stroll

through the virtual building on your own pace.

Entrance of the 
Convention Centre

Foyer 3rd floor

https://youtu.be/7_BW8jYlv6U
https://brochure.ahoy.nl/racc/areaguide
https://brochure.ahoy.nl/racc/styleguide
https://cms.ahoy.nl/files/www.rotterdamconferences.nl/files/files/capacity-overview-rotterdam-ahoy-asof-2020-2.pdf
https://zwartlichtvr.com/pano/ahoy/index.html
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ROTTERDAM AHOY 
CONVENTION CENTRE.
A BRAND NEW, STATE-OF-THE-ART 
BUILDING (OPENING IN Q4 OF 
2020), WHERE FLEXIBILITY IS KEY.
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HOD MEETING The proposed venues for the HOD Meeting is Nhow Rotterdam The 
Nhow Hotel is located in the iconic De Rotterdam building at the 
waterfront opposite the famous Erasmus Bridge.

NHOW ROTTERDAM 
The four-star nhow Rotterdam hotel is in the iconic De Rotterdam building designed 
by internationally celebrated architect Rem Koolhaas/OMA. nhow Rotterdam was 
opened in 2014 and was the world’s third nhow hotel after predecessors in Milan 
and Berlin. Modern art and architecture are central features of the hotel which has 
views over the Maas river and the Erasmus Bridge. The interior decoration is modern 
with clean lines and has an industrial feel to it.

The hotel is on the Wilhelmina Pier in the Kop van Zuid district. It has nine 
multifunctional meeting rooms all of which have ceiling heights of 3.4 metres and 
can hold a combined maximum of 435 people. There is free WiFi coverage. The 
largest of these function rooms can accommodate up to 220 people when set up as 
a theatre and up to 140 for a dinner. The space can be arranged as required and 
has no pillars or other obstacles. 
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SOCIAL VENUES
LARGE

CRUISE TERMINAL ROTTERDAM
Rotterdam Cruise Terminal is on the Wilhelmina Pier in the Kop van Zuid district. The 
building was originally the arrivals and departures hall for the Holland America Line 
steam ships leaving on their transatlantic voyages in days gone by. Hundreds of 
thousands of immigrants left from here to travel to New York. Nowadays, 
international cruise ships drop anchor to moor along the quay.

The functional industrial architecture has been adapted to modern demands and the 
building has been used in recent decades as a venue for parties, congresses and 
fairs. It is a striking edifice featuring a row of large arched constructions and 
frontage of huge windows. The five available arched sections of the building can be 
rented individually making it possible to stage events for anything from 100 to 2,750 
people. The ceiling height ranges from four to eight metres and the interior can be 
set up according to the requirements of the client.
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LAURENSKERK
The Laurenskerk, or Church of St. Lawrence, originally arose on the banks of the 
River Rotte, and its location can truly be called the very birthplace of Rotterdam. It is 
an imposing church built between 1449 and 1525, and it is Rotterdam’s only 
surviving late Gothic building. After the bombing of Rotterdam in the Second World 
War, the image of the heavily damaged church and the reconstruction works that 
followed became a symbol of all that the city and its people had endured.

Today, the medieval Laurenskerk cuts a striking profile amid the bold modernity of 
the city’s present-day architecture. The church has a pleasant, museum-like layout, 
and in addition to regular church services, concerts and tours, it frequently hosts 
conferences, fairs, dinners and other professional and ceremonial meetings. With a 
few simple pieces of equipment and lighting effects, the church can be transformed 
into a fairy-tale setting. Because there is no fixed seating, the Laurenskerk can be 
configured to suit the needs of groups of any size. In a theatre/concert configuration, 
the church can seat up to 1,200, or can host from 150 to up to 1,000 for dinner. The 
church has its own in-house catering facilities, but can also accommodate outside 
caterers. 
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RDM ONDERZEEBOOTLOODS
The hall where submarines slipped off the ramp in earlier days, is now event space 
for up to 5,000 visitors. The Onderzeebootloods, having recently been renovated, 
has retained its raw and industrial character. The entire surface area is approx. 
4,400 m2. Besides a parking lot behind the hall, it also offers modern facilities and 
the hall’s layout is flexible.  Spido, the Waterbus and Watertaxi Rotterdam, all offer 
sufficient opportunities for fast and efficient transport of large groups.
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VAN NELLE FACTORY
The former Van Nelle Factory can rightly be called one of the most important objects 
of Dutch industrial heritage, in recognition of which the site was World Heritage 
listed by UNESCO in June 2014. Built between 1927 and 1930, it is a prime 
example of the functionalist ‘Nieuwe Bouwen’ (New Construction). In Brinkman & 
van der Vlugt’s ingenious design, all facilities for employees are built into the main 
complex and all of it stands above ground to maximise light, air and space.

It was still used by Van Nelle as a tobacco factory up until well into the 1990s. In 
2000, the complex was renovated for a new purpose; it is now home to a diverse 
array of businesses in the field of media and design, with twelve rooms available for 
meetings, congresses and events.
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SOCIAL VENUES
SMALL

BLUE RHAPSODY
Blue Rhapsody is a new ship from the Constant in Beweging fleet. Freedom and style 
set the tone at this special sailing event location. On board, guests can enjoy the 
feeling of luxury and unparalleled hospitality.

Blue Rhapsody forms the backdrop for unique and distinctive events and measures 
85 meters in length and almost 12 meters in width. The ship offers space for 600 
guests, but the interior is designed in such a way that it is also suitable for smaller 
groups.

FLOATING PAVILION
The Floating Pavilion has been moored in Rotterdam s Rijnhaven (Rhine Harbour) in 
the Kop van Zuid district since 2010. This striking construction is made up of three 
transparent half spheres floating on the surface of the water. It can deal with climate 
change and is innovative, sustainable and flexible. The Floating Pavilion is a guiding 
light and catalyst for floating construction in Rotterdam.

Weather permitting, the large open-air terrace and its stand can be used during 
intervals or for receptions. Boats can moor alongside.
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SS ROTTERDAM
The steamship Rotterdam is the largest ocean-going steamer ever built in the 
Netherlands. After its launch in 1959, it became the flagship of the Holland  
America Line and sailed to many parts of the world. The ship is now  
permanently moored in Rotterdam s Maashaven (Meuse Harbour) near Katendrecht. 
The vessel’s history can be felt everywhere on board. The 1950s interior and its 
many artworks were lovingly restored between 2005 and 2008. The hotel rooms, 
restaurants and other amenities have been thoroughly modernised and satisfy all of 
today’s needs.

WERELDMUSEUM
Rotterdam’s Wereldmuseum (World Museum) is a museum and business location in 
one, where art, gastronomy and elegance come together.The location has a number 
of different rooms available, each with its own unique character and feel, and with 
intriguing historical elements throughout. The Wereldmuseum can host groups of 
8-450 persons. There is also an outdoor patio so guests can get a breath of fresh air 
while enjoying a stunning view of the Rotterdam skyline. The former Prince Hendrik 
Royal Yacht Club dates from 1851, but has since been refurbished with all the latest 
technology and comforts to be a versatile and modern multifunctional space. 
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BUDGET 
 

DE DOELEN CONFERENCE CENTRE
Budget is excluding VAT. (9%‐21%).  1 ‐ 4 July 2026
Prices based on 2019 rates

INCOME 1€ = USD 1,1193

Registration fees Registration € Registration USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Non member fee ‐ Early bird € 650,00 727,55$                       150 97.500,00€                  109.131,75$                      175 113.750,00€        127.320,38$                     
Non member fee ‐ Standard rate € 750,00 839,48$                       75 56.250,00€                  62.960,63$                        75 56.250,00€          62.960,63$                       
Non member fee ‐ Onsite € 850,00 951,41$                       20 17.000,00€                  19.028,10$                        50 42.500,00€          47.570,25$                       
Member fee ‐ Early bird € 575,00 643,60$                       400 230.000,00€                257.439,00$                      530 230.000,00€        257.439,00$                     
Member fee ‐ Standard rate € 675,00 755,53$                       225 151.875,00€                169.993,69$                      300 202.500,00€        226.658,25$                     
Member fee ‐ Onsite € 775,00 867,46$                       50 38.750,00€                  43.372,88$                        50 38.750,00€          43.372,88$                       
Non member ‐ Students ‐ Early bird € 300,00 335,79$                       50 15.000,00€                  16.789,50$                        50 15.000,00€          16.789,50$                       
Non member ‐ Students ‐ Standard rate € 400,00 447,72$                       10 4.000,00€                    4.477,20$                           20 8.000,00€              8.954,40$                          
Non member ‐ Students ‐ Onsite € 475,00 531,67$                       10 4.750,00€                    5.316,68$                           20 9.500,00€              10.633,35$                       
Member ‐ Students ‐ Early bird € 275,00 307,81$                       100 27.500,00€                  30.780,75$                        100 27.500,00€          30.780,75$                       
Member ‐ Students ‐ Standard rate € 325,00 363,77$                       55 17.875,00€                  20.007,49$                        75 24.375,00€          27.282,94$                       
Member ‐ Students ‐ Onsite € 400,00 447,72$                       15 6.000,00€                    6.715,80$                           15 6.000,00€              6.715,80$                          
Free registration € 0,00 ‐$                             40 ‐€                              ‐$                                    40 ‐€                       ‐$                                   
Gala dinner € 100,00 111,93$                       800 80.000,00€                  89.544,00$                        900 90.000,00€          100.737,00$                     
TOTAL REGISTRATION FEES 746.500,00€                835.557,45$                      864.125,00€        967.215,11$                     

Sponsorship  No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Subvention city of Rotterdam On availability 15.000,00€                  16.789,50$                        15.000,00€          16.789,50$                       
Diamond Sponsor € 57.000,00 63.800,10$                 2 114.000,00€                127.600,20$                      2 114.000,00€        127.600,20$                     
Platinum Sponsor € 40.000,00 44.772,00$                 2 80.000,00€                  89.544,00$                        2 80.000,00€          89.544,00$                       
Gold Sponsor € 25.000,00 27.982,50$                 3 75.000,00€                  83.947,50$                        3 75.000,00€          83.947,50$                       
Silver Sponsor € 17.500,00 19.587,75$                 4 70.000,00€                  78.351,00$                        4 70.000,00€          78.351,00$                       
Exhibition booth small Early & late bird € 3.000,00 3.357,90$                   40 120.000,00€                134.316,00$                      40 120.000,00€        134.316,00$                     
Welcome reception TBD TBD TBD
TOTAL SPONSORSHIP 474.000,00€                530.548,20$                      474.000,00€        530.548,20$                     

TOTAL CONFERENCE REVENUE 1.220.500,00€             1.366.105,65$                   1.338.125,00€     1.497.763,31$                  

HIGH
1200 1500

Preliminary Budget
LOW

BASED ON THE PROPOSAL OF  
DE DOELEN ICC ROTTERDAM
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COSTS De Doelen Conference Centre
Fixed costs venue Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Hall rent (based on 2019 rates) 4 days (incl. set‐up & break‐down on Saturday) 50.000,00€   55.965,00$   50.000,00€          55.965,00$  
Signage Estimation 15.000,00€   16.789,50$   10.000,00€          11.193,00$  
Audio visual Plenary room Estimation 4 days 10.000,00€        11.193,00$   4 40.000,00€   44.772,00$   4 40.000,00€          44.772,00$  
Audio visual Parallel rooms Estimation 4 days incl. 50% discount up days 15.000,00€        16.789,50$   15.000,00€   16.789,50$   15.000,00€          16.789,50$  
Technical assistance Estimation  55,00€   61,56$   150 8.250,00€   9.234,23$   200 11.000,00€          12.312,30$  
Translation To be defined based on necessities of event TBD TBD TBD TBD
Decoration Per person per period 15,00€   16,79$   1200 18.000,00€   20.147,40$   1500 22.500,00€          25.184,25$  
Posters Estimation E‐posters per period 750,00€               839,48$   10 7.500,00€   8.394,75$   10 7.500,00€              8.394,75$  
TOTAL FIXED COSTS VENUE 153.750,00€                172.092,38$   156.000,00€        174.610,80$  

Scientific program Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT

Plenary & Keynote expenses Honoraria, accommodation, registration & dinner 5.500,00€            6.156,15$   6 33.000,00€   36.936,90$   6 33.000,00€          36.936,90$  
IFDH Board Travel expenses & HdO meeting 3.500,00€            3.917,55$   6 24.000,00€   26.863,20$   6 24.000,00€          26.863,20$  
Speakers parallel expenses Hotel accommodation * 3 nights 250,00€               279,83$   20 15.000,00€   16.789,50$   25 15.000,00€          16.789,50$  
Speaker parallel expenses Honoraria, registration & dinner  2.500,00€            2.798,25$   20 50.000,00€   55.965,00$   25 62.500,00€          69.956,25$  
Speaker parallel expenses Travel expenses estimation (Europe, Asia, Africa, Middle Ea 1.000,00€            1.119,30$   20 20.000,00€   22.386,00$   25 25.000,00€          27.982,50$  
TOTAL SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM 142.000,00€                158.940,60$   159.500,00€        178.528,35$  

Printing Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Program & Abstract book Estimation 7,50€   8,39$   1200 9.000,00€   10.073,70$   1500 11.250,00€          12.592,13$  
Sponsorship Design  Estimation 5.000,00€   5.596,50$   5.000,00€              5.596,50$  
TOTAL PRINTING 14.000,00€   15.670,20$   16.250,00€          18.188,63$  

Technology Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Electronic marketing Estimation 12.000,00€   13.431,60$   12.000,00€          13.431,60$  
Online forms of interest, registration Estimation 3.000,00€   3.357,90$   3.000,00€              3.357,90$  
Online forms, sponsorship & call for abstracts Estimation 4.000,00€   4.477,20$   4.000,00€              4.477,20$  
Website + maintenance & hosting Estimation 8.000,00€   8.954,40$   8.000,00€              8.954,40$  
Conference app Estimation 6.000,00€   6.715,80$   6.000,00€              6.715,80$  
TOTAL TECHNOLOGY 33.000,00€   36.936,90$   33.000,00€          36.936,90$  

Pre‐conference administration Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Marketing overseas & pre‐promotion Estimation 35.000,00€   39.175,50$   35.000,00€          39.175,50$  
Administration costs LOC Estimation 15.000,00€   16.789,50$   25.000,00€          27.982,50$  
Disbursements postage, couriers, meetings, expenses, flights etc. estimation 10.000,00€   11.193,00$   10.000,00€          11.193,00$  
Conference insurance Estimation TBD TBD TBD TBD
PCO Management € 50.00 per conference delegate, estimation 50,00€   1200 60.000,00€   67.158,00$   1500 75.000,00€          83.947,50$  
IFDH revenue Sponsorship & exhibitors 10% estimation 45.900,00€   51.375,87$   46.000,00€          51.487,80$  
IFDH Registration revenue 10% estimation  66.650,00€   74.601,35$   100.000,00€        111.930,00$  
TOTAL PRE‐CONFERENCE ADMINISTRATION 232.550,00€                260.293,22$   291.000,00€        325.716,30$  

On‐site management Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Staff expenses Satchel packing estimation 3.000,00€   3.357,90$   4.000,00€              4.477,20$  
Computer hire / network / printer Estimation 5.000,00€   5.596,50$   5.000,00€              5.596,50$  
Photocopier Estimation 2.000,00€   2.238,60$   2.000,00€              2.238,60$  
Telecommunications Estimation 2.000,00€   2.238,60$   2.000,00€              2.238,60$  
TOTAL ON‐SITE MANAGEMENT 12.000,00€   13.431,60$   13.000,00€          14.550,90$  

Social events & catering Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Coffee & tea service  Estimation 2 services 3 days 7,75€   8,67$   600 13.950,00€   15.614,24$   600 13.950,00€            15.614,24$  
Sweets & drinks Estimation 2 services 3 days 1,60€   1,79$   1200 5.760,00€   6.447,17$   1500 7.200,00€              8.058,96$  
Lunch Estimation from € 30,00 p.p.p.d. 30,00€   33,58$   1200 108.000,00€   120.884,40$   1500 1.500,00€              1.678,95$  
Gala dinner Estimation Venue hire, staging & F&B 95,00€   106,33$   800 76.000,00€   85.066,80$   900 900,00€   1.007,37$  
Welcome reception Estimation , at venue 21,00€   23,51$   1200 25.200,00€   28.206,36$   1500 31.500,00€            35.257,95$  
President's reception Estimation, arranged at venue or speaker's hotel 35,00€   39,18$   80 2.800,00€   3.134,04$   80 2.800,00€              3.134,04$  
Gala dinner entertainment Estimation 10.000,00€   11.193,00$   10.000,00€            11.193,00$  
Ceremonial flag and pole hire Estimation 4.000,00€   4.477,20$   4.000,00€              4.477,20$  
Opening ceremony entertainment Estimation 7.500,00€   8.394,75$   7.500,00€              8.394,75$  
TOTAL SOCIAL EVENTS & CATERING 253.210,00€                283.417,95$   79.350,00€          88.816,46$  

Delegate materials & others Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Name badges Estimation 2,00€   2,24$   1200 2.400,00€   2.686,32$   1500 3.000,00€              3.357,90$  
Goodybags / Satchels Estimation 5,00€   5,60$   1200 6.000,00€   6.715,80$   1500 7.500,00€              8.394,75$  
TOTAL DELEGATS MATERIALS & OTHERS 8.400,00€   9.402,12$   10.500,00€          11.752,65$  

Exhibition & conference Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Shell scheme booth Estimation (basic 9m2 booth incl. light & carpet) 900,00€               1.007,37$   50 45.000,00€   50.368,50$   50 45.000,00€          50.368,50$  
Exhibition cleaning  Estimation of € 9.00 per m2, 1.000 nett (50% discount) 9,00€   10,07$   1.000 22.500,00€   25.184,25$   1.000 22.500,00€          25.184,25$  
Security, Prevention, First Aid Officers Security, heating, electricity, event management per day 5,15€   5,76$   1200 18.540,00€   20.751,82$   1500 23.175,00€          25.939,78$  
Electricity Halls Per access point per day estimation for 50‐ stands 80,00€   89,54$   50 12.000,00€   13.431,60$   50 12.000,00€          13.431,60$  
TOTAL EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE 98.040,00€   109.736,17$   102.675,00€        114.924,13$  

TOTAL INCOME 1.220.500€   1.366.106$   1.338.125€            1.497.763$  
TOTAL COSTS 946.950€   1.059.921$   861.275€               964.025$  
Unforeseen costs 4% 37.878€   42.397$   34.451€                 38.561$  
CONFERENCE / EXHIBITION BALANCE 235.672€              263.788$   442.399€        495.177$  
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BUDGET 
 

ROTTERDAM AHOY
Budget is excluding VAT. (9%‐21%).  17 ‐ 21 June 2026
Prices based on 2019 rates

INCOME 1€ = USD 1,1193

Registration fees Registration € Registration USDNo. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Non member fee ‐ Early bird € 650,00 727,55$        150 97.500,00€           109.131,75$       175 113.750,00€           127.320,38$          
Non member fee ‐ Standard rate € 750,00 839,48$        75 56.250,00€           62.960,63$         75 56.250,00€             62.960,63$            
Non member fee ‐ Onsite € 850,00 951,41$        20 17.000,00€           19.028,10$         50 42.500,00€             47.570,25$            
Member fee ‐ Early bird € 575,00 643,60$        400 230.000,00€         257.439,00$       530 318.000,00€           355.937,40$          
Member fee ‐ Standard rate € 675,00 755,53$        225 151.875,00€         169.993,69$       300 202.500,00€           226.658,25$          
Member fee ‐ Onsite € 775,00 867,46$        50 38.750,00€           43.372,88$         50 38.750,00€             43.372,88$            
Non member ‐ Students ‐ Early bird € 300,00 335,79$        50 15.000,00€           16.789,50$         50 15.000,00€             16.789,50$            
Non member ‐ Students ‐ Standard rate € 400,00 447,72$        10 4.000,00€              4.477,20$           20 8.000,00€                8.954,40$              
Non member ‐ Students ‐ Onsite € 475,00 531,67$        10 4.750,00€              5.316,68$           20 9.500,00€                10.633,35$            
Member ‐ Students ‐ Early bird € 275,00 307,81$        100 27.500,00€           30.780,75$         100 27.500,00€             30.780,75$            
Member ‐ Students ‐ Standard rate € 325,00 363,77$        55 17.875,00€           20.007,49$         75 24.375,00€             27.282,94$            
Member ‐ Students ‐ Onsite € 400,00 447,72$        15 6.000,00€              6.715,80$           15 6.000,00€                6.715,80$              
Free registration € 0,00 ‐$               40 ‐€                       ‐$                     40 ‐€                         ‐$                        
Gala dinner € 100,00 111,93$        800 80.000,00€           89.544,00$         900 90.000,00€             100.737,00$          
TOTAL REGISTRATION FEES 746.500,00€         835.557,45$       952.125,00€           1.065.713,51$      

Sponsorship (based on rates of Brisbane) No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Subvention city of Rotterdam On availability 15.000,00€           16.789,50$         15.000,00€             16.789,50$            
Diamond Sponsor € 57.000,00 63.800,10$   2 114.000,00€         127.600,20$       2 114.000,00€           127.600,20$          
Platinum Sponsor € 40.000,00 44.772,00$   2 80.000,00€           89.544,00$         2 80.000,00€             89.544,00$            
Gold Sponsor € 25.000,00 27.982,50$   3 75.000,00€           83.947,50$         3 75.000,00€             83.947,50$            
Silver Sponsor € 17.500,00 19.587,75$   4 70.000,00€           78.351,00$         4 70.000,00€             78.351,00$            
Exhibition booth small Early & late bird € 3.000,00 3.357,90$     40 120.000,00€         134.316,00$       40 120.000,00€           134.316,00$          
Welcome reception TBD TBD TBD
TOTAL SPONSORSHIP 474.000,00€         530.548,20$       474.000,00€           530.548,20$          

TOTAL CONFERENCE REVENUE 1.220.500,00€      1.366.105,65$   1.426.125,00€        1.596.261,71$      

Preliminary Budget
LOW HIGH
1200 1500

BASED ON THE PROPOSAL OF 
ROTTERDAM AHOY CONVENTION 
CENTRE
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COSTS Rotterdam Ahoy 
Fixed costs venue Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Hall rent (based on 2023 rates) 5 days (incl. set‐up & break‐down) 154.539,00€         172.975,50$       154.539,00€           172.975,50$          
Signage Estimation 10.000,00€           11.193,00$         10.000,00€             11.193,00$            
Audio visual Plenary room Estimation 4 days 15.000,00€   63.800,10$   4 60.000,00€           67.158,00$         4 60.000,00€             67.158,00$            
Audio visual Parallel rooms Estimation 3 days 7.000,00€     7.835,10$     5 105.000,00€         117.526,50$       5 105.000,00€           117.526,50$          
Translation To be defined based on necessities of event TBD TBD TBD TBD
Decoration Per person per period (furniture, green, extra seats) 10,00€           11,19$          1200 12.000,00€           13.431,60$         1500 15.000,00€             16.789,50$            
Posters Estimation E‐posters per period 750,00€        839,48$        10 7.500,00€   8.394,75$           10 7.500,00€   8.394,75$  
TOTAL FIXED COSTS VENUE 349.039,00€         390.679,35$       352.039,00€           394.037,25$          

Scientific program Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Plenary & Keynote expenses Honoraria, accommodation, registration & dinner 5.500,00€     6.156,15$     6 33.000,00€           36.936,90$         6 33.000,00€             36.936,90$            
IFDH Board Travel expenses & HdO meeting 3.500,00€     3.917,55$     6 24.000,00€           26.863,20$         6 24.000,00€             26.863,20$            
Speakers parallel expenses Hotel accommodation * 3 nights 250,00€        279,83$        20 15.000,00€           16.789,50$         25 15.000,00€             16.789,50$            
Speaker parallel expenses Honoraria, registration & dinner  2.500,00€     2.798,25$     20 50.000,00€           55.965,00$         25 62.500,00€             69.956,25$            
Speaker parallel expenses Travel expenses estimation (Europe, Asia, Africa, Middle East) 1.000,00€     1.119,30$     20 20.000,00€           22.386,00$         25 25.000,00€             27.982,50$            
TOTAL SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM 142.000,00€         158.940,60$       159.500,00€           178.528,35$          

Printing Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Program & Abstract book Estimation 7,50€             8,39$             1200 9.000,00€   10.073,70$         1500 11.250,00€             12.592,13$            
Sponsorship Design  Estimation 5.000,00€   5.596,50$           5.000,00€   5.596,50$  
TOTAL PRINTING 14.000,00€           15.670,20$         16.250,00€             18.188,63$            

Technology Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Electronic marketing Estimation 12.000,00€           13.431,60$         12.000,00€             13.431,60$            
Online forms of interest, registration Estimation 3.000,00€   3.357,90$           3.000,00€   3.357,90$  
Online forms, sponsorship & call for abstr Estimation 4.000,00€   4.477,20$           4.000,00€   4.477,20$  
Website + maintenance & hosting Estimation 8.000,00€   8.954,40$           8.000,00€   8.954,40$  
Conference app Estimation 6.000,00€   6.715,80$           6.000,00€   6.715,80$  
TOTAL TECHNOLOGY 33.000,00€           36.936,90$         33.000,00€             36.936,90$            

Pre‐conference administration Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Marketing overseas & pre‐promotion Estimation 35.000,00€           39.175,50$         35.000,00€             39.175,50$            
Administration costs LOC Estimation 15.000,00€           16.789,50$         25.000,00€             27.982,50$            
Disbursements postage, couriers, meetings, expenses, flights etc. estimation 10.000,00€           11.193,00$         10.000,00€             11.193,00$            
Conference insurance Estimation TBD TBD TBD TBD
PCO Management € 50.00 per conference delegate, estimation 50,00€           1200 60.000,00€           67.158,00$         1500 75.000,00€             83.947,50$            
IFDH revenue Sponsorship & exhibitors 10% estimation 45.900,00€           51.375,87$         46.000,00€             51.487,80$            
IFDH Registration revenue 10% estimation  66.650,00€           74.601,35$         100.000,00€           111.930,00$          
TOTAL PRE‐CONFERENCE ADMINISTRATION 232.550,00€         260.293,22$       291.000,00€           325.716,30$          

On‐site management Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Staff expenses Satchel packing estimation 3.000,00€   3.357,90$           4.000,00€   4.477,20$  
Computer hire / network / printer Estimation 5.000,00€   5.596,50$           5.000,00€   5.596,50$  
Photocopier Estimation 2.000,00€   2.238,60$           2.000,00€   2.238,60$  
Telecommunications Estimation 2.000,00€   2.238,60$           2.000,00€   2.238,60$  
TOTAL ON‐SITE MANAGEMENT 12.000,00€           13.431,60$         13.000,00€             14.550,90$            

Social events & catering Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Coffee & tea service  Estimation 3 services 3 days 16,00€           17,91$          1200 57.600,00€           64.471,68$         1500 72.000,00€             80.589,60$            
Snack afternoon Estimation 1 service 3 days 2,75€             3,08$             1200 9.900,00€   11.081,07$         1500 12.375,00€             13.851,34$            
Lunch Estimation from € 22,50 p.p.p.d. 22,50€           25,18$          1200 81.000,00€           90.663,30$         1500 101.250,00€           113.329,13$          
Gala dinner Estimation Venue hire, staging & F&B 100,00€        111,93$        800 80.000,00€           89.544,00$         900 90.000,00€             100.737,00$          
Welcome reception Estimation 1 hour, at Ahoy 15,50€           17,35$          1200 18.600,00€           20.818,98$         1500 23.250,00€             26.023,73$            
President's reception Estimation, arranged at venue or speaker's hotel 35,00€           39,18$          80 2.800,00€   3.134,04$           80 2.800,00€   3.134,04$  
Gala dinner entertainment Estimation 10.000,00€           11.193,00$         10.000,00€             11.193,00$            
Ceremonial flag and pole hire Estimation 3.500,00€   3.917,55$           4.000,00€   4.477,20$  
Opening ceremony entertainment Estimation 7.500,00€   8.394,75$           7.500,00€   8.394,75$  
TOTAL SOCIAL EVENTS & CATERING 270.900,00€         303.218,37$       323.175,00€           361.729,78$          

Delegate materials & others Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Name badges Estimation 2,00€             2,24$             1200 2.400,00€   2.686,32$           1500 3.000,00€   3.357,90$  
Goodybags / Satchels Estimation 5,00€             5,60$             1200 6.000,00€   6.715,80$           1500 7.500,00€   8.394,75$  
TOTAL DELEGATS MATERIALS & OTHERS 8.400,00€              9.402,12$           10.500,00€             11.752,65$            

Exhibition & conference Costs € Costs USD No. Total  € Net  VAT Total USD Net VAT No. Total € Net VAT Total USD Net VAT
Shell scheme booth Estimation (basic 9m2 booth incl. light & carpet) 900,00€        1.007,37$     50 45.000,00€           50.368,50$         50 45.000,00€             50.368,50$            
Exhibition cleaning  Estimation 8.000,00€   8.954,40$           8.000,00€   8.954,40$  
Security, Prevention, First Aid Officers Estimation 17.000,00€           19.028,10$         17.000,00€             19.028,10$            
Cleaning Halls, excluding stand cleaning estimation 6.000,00€     6.715,80$     6.000,00€   6.715,80$           6.000,00€   6.715,80$  
Airconditioning  Halls 1.112,53€     1.245,25$     3 3.337,59€   3.735,76$           3 3.337,59€   3.735,76$  
Waste Estimation, to be discussed 8.000,00€   9.544,00$           8.000,00€   8.954,40€  
Electricity Halls Per access point per day estimation for 50‐ stands 150,00€        167,90$        100 15.000,00€           16.789,50$         100 15.000,00€             16.789,50$            
TOTAL EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE 102.337,59€         115.136,06$       102.337,59€           114.546,46$          

TOTAL INCOME 1.220.500€            1.366.106$         1.426.125€              1.596.262$            
TOTAL COSTS 1.164.227€            1.303.708$         1.300.802€              1.455.987$            
Unforeseen costs 4% 46.569€   52.125$   52.032€   58.239$  
CONFERENCE / EXHIBITION BALANCE 9.704€             10.272$        73.291€            82.035$          
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It is the intent of the national bidding committee to hire a qualified 
Professional Conference Organizer (PCO), in cooperation with the 
IFDH and with the support of the Rotterdam Partners CVB. The 
process will include the issuance of an RFP and then a short list and 
invitations to those PCO’s for an interview.

MCI NEDERLAND 
As member of Rotterdam Partners and having organized numerous events in 
Rotterdam we have a strong local presence and network. Moreover, you benefit from 
the best-practices of MCI’s talented global pool of event professionals in over 60 
offices around the world. This global events experience provides you with tried and 
tested innovative solutions to enhance your success. Helping associations and 
companies activate and engage their communities is what drives us. Delivering on a 
broad spectrum from strategic consulting services to logistics, MCI provides 
customized solutions in association management, community and experience 
management, full conference management and creative events.

KENES GROUP 
Fifty years of knowledge, experience and market expertise have led Kenes Group to 
the forefront of global conference management and to becoming one of the world’s 
leading Professional Conference Organisers (PCOs). Founded in Tel Aviv in 1965 
and headquartered in Geneva, Kenes Group has hosted over 3,600 conferences in 
more than 100 cities around the globe, providing services to over 160,000 
participants per year. Kenes Group is proud to be accredited member of IAPCO 
(International Association of Professional Conference Organisers) and ICCA 
(International Conference and Convention Association) and to have team members in 
both PCMA (Professional Convention Management Association) and ASAE 
(American Society of Association Executives).

CONGRESS BY DESIGN 
Congress by design (Cbd) is an internationally operating, full-service PCO 
(professional conference organizer) based in the Netherlands. Cbd is certified at the 
national and international level, and is certified by IAPCO, the International 
Association of Professional Conference Organizers. The team of Cbd has ample 
experience in managing national and international conferencees held within as well 
as outside The Netherlands. Cbd supports both smaller and larger meetings 
organized by various types of organizations, including universities, associations, 
corporations, and governmental agencies.

CONFERENCE 
ORGANISER
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CONGRESS COMPANY 
When you decide to organise a conference there are a lot of questions that need to 
be answered. There are many success factors when it comes to an event but a 
medical conference depends on a solid scientific programme. The programme: that’s 
what you do best and that’s what you should focus on. Congress Company is an 
reputable and reliable conference organizer, specialized in the medical field. They 
show you the way to a well-organised conference and support you where you need 
it, so that you can concentrate on the development of an exciting scientific 
programme. Congress Company is one of the largest providers of accredited 
refresher training in the Netherlands. We also have a great deal of expertise in Fund 
raising and exhibition management. Congress Company will work alongside you to 
organise an unforgettable event – stress-free!

OBSESSION EVENTS & COMMUNICATION 
Obsession creates encounters with an impact. The moment when people, brands 
and organizations really connect and improve together. As an events agency, 
Obsession communicates the clients message and makes sure events are valuable 
encounters that are conceived and realized with vision and craftsmanship.

HET CONGRESBUREAU ERASMUS MC 
Yearly, the Congresbureau organises around 150 national and international 
conferences, refresher courses, symposiums and other business events. As part of the 
Erasmus MC, the primary area of expertise is in healthcare, medicine and 
biomedical sciences, but it also has extensive experience in organising conferences 
outside the medical sector. The Congresbureau is a certified PCO and proud partner 
of Rotterdam Partners. Through long and close relationships with other parties in the 
conference industry (hotels, conference venues, caterers and AV companies) the 
Congresbureau can offer a lot of added value. This is expressed for example in 
competitve quotes and realistic budgets, but also in agile logistics during the event. 
Clients have relied upon the knowledge and know how of the Congresbureau staff 
for over 30 years. The team has a collective experience in conference organising of 
more than 90 years and knows which manners are appreciated within the scientific 
community.
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LETTERS OF 
SUPPORT

EUROPEAN FEDERATION OF PERIODONTOLOGY 
4 rue de la Presse, 1000 Brussels, Belgium 

www.efp.org 

EFP office- Av. Dr. Arce 14, oficina 36 – Madrid 28002 Spain- Tf +34 91 3142715  

International Federation of Dental Hygienists 
100 South Washington Street  
Rockville MD 20850 USA 

21st July 2019 

Dear Sir, 

On behalf of the European Federation of Periodontology (EFP), I would like to 
express our support in the initiative of the Dutch Society of Dental Hygienists 
(NVM) to host the International Symposium  for Dental Hygienists (ISDH) in 
Rotterdam in 2026. Also being a European Federation we very much support the 
international congress to take place in Europe. 

The EFP has hosted a major congress in Holland past year 2018 and can only 
positively recommend the country, its hospitality and people. 

Also, there is a strong hygienist community in Holland and a congress of this 
importance can only benefit from it. 

Thanking you in advance for your consideration in this matter. 

Yours sincerely, 

Nicola West 
Secretary General 
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B. BRUINS
MINISTER FOR MEDICAL CARE
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Letter of support ISDH Rotterdam 2026 

Jisperweg 7 – 1463 ND – Noordbeemster -The Netherlands – d.e.slot@ittmann.com - +31 6 144 62 494 

International Federation of Dental Hygienists – IFDH 
Regarding: International Symposium on Dental Hygiene – ISDH 2026 

Amsterdam, July 19, 2019 
To whom it may concern, 

As Dutch dental hygienists with a PhD, we warmly support the Dutch Dental Hygienist Association (NVM) bid to host 
the International Symposium on Dental Hygiene (ISDH) in 2026 in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. 

The Nederlandse Vereniging van Mondhygienisten is the Dutch Dental Hygienist Association who represent all dental 
hygienist in any work field. It has a large number of members and is well respected on the level of aligned 
associations in (dental) care, the universities of applied sciences with a dental hygiene program and the government. 
For over 50 years they are supporting the dental hygienist profession and are taking care of a stable and firm position 
within the society. 

The NVM is used to organize large scale meetings and symposia on both regional and national level. Every 5 years 
they organize a jubilee congress which is renowned for its International speakers and attendees. In general English 
is well spoken and will be good understood among local professionals. Besides the beautiful location and excellent 
attendance, the NVM in particular is also known to provide a super good party evening! 

Although The Netherlands are not big in size they are well known for many nice small items such as tulips, wooden 
shoes and stroopwafels. In addition, it had a rich historical background for its landscape, architecture, painters and 
design. Therefore, it is a wish for many people from overseas to visit. Hosting the ISDH in The Netherlands will also 
give other European dental hygienists the opportunity to attend since it is easy to travel to. The wish to visit Europe 
for Americans and Asians can be combined with a visit to the congress. Schiphol the airport of Amsterdam is a great 
airport hub and with a direct train connection to Rotterdam.  

Dentistry in the Netherlands is well organized. Dental care up to 18 years of age is free of charge and 80% of the 
population visit a dental care professional at least once a year. The Dutch dental field has potential, and encourages 
hygienists to be an active player. The dental hygienist profession is established in the law and is currently a 4-years 
bachelor program. Up until now, 14 dental hygienists successfully defended their PhD thesis based on scientific 
publications published in peer reviewed journals. The topics vary from education, behavioral aspects, basic science, 
to clinical studies. In general, the hygienists with a PhD are proud to contribute to the knowledge and positive 
exposure of the profession both nationally and internationally. They actively lecture and write papers to bring their 
findings to the hygienist to be used in daily practice. Of course, if this wish is part of the ISDH 2026, they are honored 
to do so. 

Due to the large number of hygienists in the Netherlands, the beautiful location of Rotterdam close to the Belgium 
border (who will have dental hygienists then) also a large number of participants may be expected. When the IFDH 
provides the NVM the opportunity to organize the ISDH 2026, the NVM will take care of a global gathering of many 
dental hygienists, in combination with a very well-organized event and a high standard program. 

Yours sincerely, 

On behalf of the “group TC” which stands for ”Time Capsule” who unites Dutch dental hygienists who have a PHD. 

Alina Kunnen Eveline Van der Sluijs Janneke Scheerman 
Katarina Jerkovic  Martijn Rosema   Mirabelle Schaub 
Monique Stokman Nienke Hennequin-Hoenderdos Ron Knevel 
Schelte Fokkema Vanessa Hollaar  Yvonne Buunk-Werkhoven 

Dagmar Else Slot 

Het Ivoren Kruis 

Gooimeer 4-15 

1411 DC  Naarden  

Netherlands 

 International Federation of Dental Hygienists  

100 South Washington Street  

Rockville MD 20850  

USA 

Naarden , July 22 2019 

Dear President, dear Robyn Watson , 

The Ivory Cross (Ivoren Kruis) , the probably oldest   scientific association of Preventive Dentistry in 
the world ,founded in 1910 , has the aim to strenghten (oral) health by  supporting  the prevention of 
oral deseases. In the sixties the IK was a signifcant partner in the esthablisment of the schools of 
dental hygiene in the Netherlands. At the moment most dental health offices are member and use 
our educational materials.  

Therefore the Ivory Cross  supports the  initiative to organize  an International Symposium for Dental 
Hygienists (ISDH) in 2026 , with the focus on prevention,  in the Netherlands in the city of Rotterdam, 
hosted by  the  Dutch Society of Dental Hygienists (NVM) . 

If the meeting is granted to  the NVM the Ivory Cross can offer support with our expertise. 

As  Chairman of the IK  I was speaker on your  Social Responsability Conference of the IFDH in 
Florence 2017. 

We hope that our support will contribute to your decision to come to Rotterdam in 2026. 

With all best regards, 

Onno Hofman, Chairman   

Gooimeer 4-15, 1411 DC NAARDEN 
Postbus 5135, 1410 AC NAARDEN 
E bestuur@ivorenkruis.nl 
W www.ivorenkruis.nl | www.houjemondgezond.nl | www.gewoon-gaaf.nl | www.h-ouddemondgezond.nl 
T (088) 11 82 500 
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Letter of support Rotterdam 2026 
International Association of Dental Hygiene 

London, 22 July 2019 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

As Director of the MSc in Dental Hygiene programme at UCL Eastman Dental Institute, I would like to 
express my support for submission of the Dutch Society of Dental Hygiene bid to host the International 
Symposium of Dental Hygiene 2026 in Rotterdam, Netherlands. 

Within Europe, the Dutch Society of Dental Hygiene and the Dutch dental hygienists are leaders within 
the profession.  They uphold the highest standards in dental hygiene and are strong proponents of 
evidence-based practice with best care for the patient at the forefront of their efforts.  The embrace both 
prevention and therapy to improve the oral health of people nationally and globally.  They nurture 
collaborations with many other societies with the aim to improve oral health worldwide. 

I have participated in the Netherlands as both an examiner of Dental Hygiene PhD students and as an 
invited speaker at conferences.  I can confirm that their level of professionalism and ability to organise 
events is “second to none”.  I was invited to participate as a keynote lecturer at their national meeting 
organised to celebrate their 50th anniversary.  The event was beyond imagination, organised with 
attention to every detail including something for everyone to enjoy.  Furthermore, the Netherlands is a 
fabulous and accessible destination geographically, both safe and beautiful, it offers many highlights in 
art and history.  The Dutch people are hospitable and friendly with all speaking English as a second 
language, making it an easy place for people of all origins to travel.  

I would strongly recommend the International Federation of Dental Hygiene seriously consider the 
Dutch Society of Dental Hygiene to host the International Symposium of Dental Hygiene 2026 in the 
Netherlands.   

Yours sincerely, 

Jeanie Suvan, DipDH, MSc, CRA, FHEA, PhD 
Senior Clinical Teaching Fellow and Programme Director MSc in Dental Hygiene 
Clinical Research Coordinator 
Periodontology Unit 
UCL Eastman Dental Institute 
London, UK 

LONDON’S GLOBAL UNIVERSITY 
LONDON’S GLOBAL UNIVERSITY Universidad Complutense de Madrid 

ETEP Research Group 

International	  Federation	  of	  Dental	  Hygienists	  

100	  South	  Washington	  Street	  	  

Rockville	  MD	  	  

20850	  USA	  

July	  21st,	  2019	  

Dear	  board	  members,	  

The	  Research	  Group	  “Etiology	  and	  Therapy	  of	  Periodontal	  Diseases”	  (ETEP),	  University	  

Complutense	  of	  Madrid,	  Spain,	  would	  like	  to	  express	  its	  support	  for	  the	  initiative	  of	  the	  

Dutch	  Society	  of	  Dental	  Hygienists	  (NVM)	  to	  host	  the	  International	  Symposium	  for	  

Dental	  Hygienists	  (ISDH)	  in	  The	  Netherlands	  in	  2026.	  	  

We	  have	  had	  the	  chance	  to	  work	  together	  with	  NVM,	  participating	  in	  their	  congresses	  

and	  developing	  scientific	  projects,	  and	  it	  is	  evident	  that	  they	  play	  a	  critical	  role	  in	  

preventive	  dentistry	  and	  in	  periodontal	  science,	  in	  The	  Netherlands	  and	  across	  Europe.	  

We,	  therefore,	  kindly	  suggest	  considering	  NVM	  to	  host	  the	  ISDH	  in	  The	  Netherlands.	  

Prof.	  David	  Herrera	  

Co-‐director	  ETEP	  Research	  Group,	  University	  Complutense	  of	  Madrid,	  Spain	  
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A. ABOUTALEB
MAYOR OF ROTTERDAM
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International Federation of Dental Hygienists -IFDH- 
Attn. Members of the Board 
100 South Washington Street 
Rockville MD 20850 
USA 

Subject: International Symposium on Dental Hygiene -ISDH- 
 

 

The Hague, 15 July 2019 

Dear Members of the Board,  

The Netherlands Board of Tourism & Conventions is pleased in extending a most cordial invitation to 
organize International Symposium on Dental Hygiene 2026 in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. 

The Netherlands Board of Tourism & Conventions, both through its staff of professionals and its 
supporting organisations, is readily available to help make your congress the most memorable to 
date.  

We are confident that the ‘Destination Holland’ and the beautiful city of Rotterdam will measure up 
to your most demanding expectations as a congress site and we sincerely hope that you will grant 
our country the privilege of hosting your congress in the year 2026.  

Yours sincerely, 

Jos Vranken 
Managing Director 
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Holland is a very compact country, offering more possibilities per 
square kilometre than you can find anywhere else in the world! And 
there are more reasons why Holland is such a fantastic destination 
for your 2026 congress. Here are the top 10:

1. MORE DELEGATES THANKS TO EASY ACCESS
One of the reasons for the country’s accessibility is Amsterdam Airport Schiphol. This
airport offers excellent connections to local, regional and international airports. In
addition, public transport is well organised and offers a good alternative to travelling
by car within the Netherlands. The European high-speed train network will make
Holland even more accessible in the near future.

2. COMPACT
A small country like the Netherlands facilitates quick and easy access to wherever
you want to go. You will not lose any valuable convention time on travelling long
distances. What’s more, Holland’s public transport system and road networks are
reliable and efficient.

3. CONVENTION INFRASTRUCTURE
The Netherlands offers a wide range of restaurants and hotel accommodations, from
pleasant budget hotels to five-star accommodations. As a small country with
centuries of experience in international relations, the Netherlands boasts an excellent
convention infrastructure.

4. INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK
Holland has always been known as a tolerant country with an international outlook.
This is a great advantage for an international convention or meeting. In addition, the
majority of the Dutch speak excellent English and often can communicate effectively
in another foreign language.

THE NETHERLANDS
WHY MEET IN HOLLAND?
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5. PROFESSIONAL ORGANISERS
Thanks to their ample experience in organising conventions, you may rely fully on
our professionals for the organisation of your international convention or meeting.
The Dutch organisers are friendly, pragmatic and decisive.

6. STABLE ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL CLIMATE
Holland enjoys a very stable economic and political climate. This allows you to
organise a convention without any risks.

7. STATE-OF-THE-ART ICT INFRASTRUCTURE
Holland boasts efficient, multifunctional convention centres equipped with state-of-
the-art communication and audio-visual facilities.

8. CULTURE AND ENTERTAINMENT
The Dutch cities offer a wide selection of concerts, museums, theatre shows and
dance performances, as well as other types of entertainment. There is more than
enough to choose from, ensuring an enjoyable social programme.

9. PRICE/QUALITY RATIO
The price/quality ratio of products and services is excellent. Moreover, foreign
visitors may be refunded the 21% VAT they have paid for certain services and
products.

10. SERVICE AND HOSPITALITY
The Dutch welcome their foreign guests with open arms. We are known for our
enthusiasm to ensure that international visitors enjoy their stay.

1st place
On the Good Country Index, which 
scores countries based on the good 
they do for humanity.

GREEN MEETINGS

Green meetings minimise the negative 
impact on the environment and leave a 
positive impact on the community. And 
they make great business sense, too. 
Besides demonstrating a commitment 
to corporate responsibilities green 
meetings actually save money in the 
long run by conserving resources. 
Sustainability is a trend that is here to 
stay and green meetings will 
eventually become a matter of course. 
Find out more about what a green 
meeting is and how to get started with 
your green meeting in Holland.

MEET #LIKEHOLLAND

https://www.holland.com/global/meetings/green-meetings.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__WnQR1Y4fE
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VISA LETTER
International Federation of Dental Hygienists -IFDH- 
Attn. Members of the Board 
100 South Washington Street 
Rockville MD 20850 
USA 

Subject: Visas for delegates attending ISDH in the Netherlands 

The Hague, 15 July 2019 

Dear Members of the Board, 

It has been brought to our attention that Rotterdam is bidding to host the International Symposium 
on Dental Hygiene in 2026. 

On behalf of the ministry of foreign affairs we have the pleasure in informing you as follows: 

'In order to secure full and maximum participation of your members, we have the honour to assure 
you that, if it is decided to hold this conference in The Netherlands in 2026, visas will be granted to 
all participants requiring them, providing that the general conditions governing entry are fulfilled. 
The general conditions are published on the websites of the embassies issuing visa’. 

For up-to-date information, please consult the website https://www.government.nl/ under the 
header ‘Visas’. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Eric J.A.M. Bakermans 
Marketing Manager Meetings & Conventions 
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VAT IN THE NETHERLANDS 
Getting experts in the field together, sharing ideas, creating policy... these are but a 
few good reasons to organise a conference. And it is no more than a logical option 
to choose the Netherlands as the preferred location for your conference. For the 
Netherlands do not only offer proper accessibility and infrastructure, but also a fine 
price-quality ratio for organising your conference. More information about VAT in 
The Netherlands can be found via the following link: https://www.holland.com/
global/meetings/about-meeting-in-holland/vat-in-the-netherlands.htm

PHARMA & BIOMEDICAL CODE OF CONDUCT
Various rules apply in respect of sponsoring and promotional activities by the 
pharmaceutical industry during medical conventions and events organised in the 
Netherlands, hereafter to be referred to as events. This includes, among other things, 
advertising of prescription medication. The rules are based on the current European 
Directive, the Medicines Act, the Code of Conduct for the Advertising of Medicinal 
Products, and the HCP Code of EFPIA.
Source: http://www.cgr.nl/en-GB/Medische-congressen 

The Code of Conduct Medical Devices can be found via the following link: http://
www.gmh.nu/images/pdf/Gedragscode%20GMH%20-%202012%20english.pdf 

Rotterdam Partners Convention Bureau has direct contacts with these institutions who 
will offer advise as needed.

VAT & OTHER 
RELEVANT RULES

https://www.holland.com/global/meetings/about-meeting-in-holland/vat-in-the-netherlands.htm
https://www.holland.com/global/meetings/about-meeting-in-holland/vat-in-the-netherlands.htm
http://www.cgr.nl/en-GB/Medische-congressen 
http://www.gmh.nu/images/pdf/Gedragscode%20GMH%20-%202012%20english.pdf
http://www.gmh.nu/images/pdf/Gedragscode%20GMH%20-%202012%20english.pdf
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DINING
Explore Dutch cuisine, enjoy 
exclusive dishes in a restaurant 
with a Michelin star, or discover 
new flavours in Vietnamese, 
Moroccan or Italian food: it’s all 
possible in Rotterdam. This 
metropolis on the Maas boasts a 
wide range of restaurants 
serving highly varied cuisine, 
thanks to the city’s international 
demographics. In the city centre, 
just a small distance from the 
congress venue, you can find all 
kinds of restaurants. Please 
click here for our Congress 
menu. 

https://en.rotterdam.info/drinks-dining/rotterdam-congress-menu/
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EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE 
HERE.
THERE IS SO MUCH 
LEFT TO EXPLORE.
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MarkthalCube Houses

Inside the Markthal KookFabriek

We think that an important element of selecting a destination for a 
conference is also about the delegate experience. Sometimes 
delegates plan to arrive a day earlier, or stay for a couple of days 
after the conference.

What will your delegates experience in Rotterdam?

For those delegates who would like to extend their stay, we offer some guidance 
with a focus on enjoying a fun and informative day which will show them 5 
possible ways to be a Rotterdammer.

Be Good to Your Soul and visit two cathedrals: Start at Rotterdam’s monumental 
Gothic church, the Laurenskerk, which survived the war and stood as a symbol of 
hope for the citizens as they set about building their city of the future. After you’ve 
gotten your history fix, walk across the Market Square (stop to take a gander at the 
crazy Cube Houses) to Rotterdam’s unofficial Cathedral of Food: the iconic Markthal. 
An architectural icon, it features a sweeping arch of a ceiling showcasing the largest 
work of public art in the world, and the scents and flavors of countless international 
cuisines in the stalls beneath it.

Get Street Smart and get to know two of Rotterdam’s hippest streets, the Meent, 
and the Witte de Withkwartier. The Meent is a shoppers paradise, and runs from the 
city’s main artery, the Coolsingel, all the way to the Laurenskerk/Markthal area. 
Shop and then drop into a comfy seat at classic and trendy cafe eateries like Dudok 
Grand Café or THOMS for lunch, and then head over to the Witte de Withstraat 
which is nice during the day, and twice as nice after dark (shop at Betsy Palmer, 
Marlies Dekkers, Danny de Cactus, and visit art centre Worm to get your culture fix), 
before tasting one of 150 different gins at Ballroom, getting your samba on at 
Latin-American eatery Supermercado, diving into the flavors of the middle east at 
Bazar, and finishing off the night at De Witte Aap bar.

DELEGATE 
ACTIVITIES

https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/laurenskerk/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/kijk-kubus-1/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/de-markthal/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/de-meent/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/witte-de-withkwartier-en-1/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/rotterdam-tourist-information-coolsingel/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/cafe-brasserie-dudok-1/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/cafe-brasserie-dudok-1/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/thoms-restaurant-underground-bar/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/betsy-palmer/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/marlies-dekkers/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/danny-de-cactus/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/worm/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/ballroom/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/supermercado/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/de-witte-aap/
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Be a Culture Vulture and visit one or more of the city’s unique institutions. From 
the amazing sculpture and graffiti available on our #streetart route, to the city’s 
Museumpark comprising the NAI (Netherlands Architecture Institute), the Boijmans 
van Beuningen fine arts museum (Dali to van Gogh, and then some), the modern art 
expo, the Kunsthal, and the tiny but perfect Natural History Museum of Rotterdam. 

Take a Walk in the Park and visit the Euromast for breakfast with a view, and a 
great photo op. From great heights you can take a deep dive into the past, and visit 
Park Schoonoord (literally “The Beautiful Place”) dating from the 1700s, and one of 
Rotterdam’s well-kept secrets in Rotterdam. Have lunch on the lawn at Café de 
Parquit and then go on a quest to find Rotterdam’s other secret location: leave the 
park and make your way through the historic Shipping Quarter to Dr. Rotterdam, a 
speakeasy of international fame, for a happy hour to cure all ills and end a great 
day. 

Don’t be a landlubber, Live on Water! Rotterdam is a port city, and the connection 
to the sea is everywhere. Walk among the sharks in the Shark Tunnel at Blijdorp Zoo 
or take a Watertaxi along the Maas River, first stop at historic Hotel New York for a 
high tea experience, followed by a visit to the urban hot-spot, the Fenix Food 
Factory, and then back aboard the Watertaxi to the ss Rotterdam, where you can 
challenge yourself in the onboard Escape Room. End the day with a cocktail on the 
Lido Deck with a spectacular view of the Rotterdam skyline and the iconic 
Erasmusbrug.

Blijdorp Zoo Street Art

The Park Hotel New York

“Our attendees enjoyed Rotterdam very much. It is very easy to get to from Schiphol 

Airport. Great downtown area with lots of restaurants. Very walkable city. It was a very 

pleasant surprise to our attendees as many people did not know much about the city.”

Jennifer Marshall | Director of Global Accounts Conference Direct (PCO International Society for 

Autism Research Community Conference 2018)

https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/rotterdam-street-art-route/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/museumpark/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/het-nieuwe-instituut-2/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/museum-boijmans-van-beuningen/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/museum-boijmans-van-beuningen/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/kunsthal-rotterdam-1/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/natural-history-museum-of-rotterdam/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/euromast-1/
https://en.rotterdam.info/agenda/historische-tuin-schoonoord-4-2/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/parqiet/
https://en.rotterdam.info/areas-rotterdam/central-areas/scheepvaartkwartier-rotterdam-tourist-information/
http://www.drrotterdam.com/
https://en.rotterdam.info/areas-rotterdam/blijdorp/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/hotel-new-york-3/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/fenix-food-factory/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/fenix-food-factory/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/ss-rotterdam-8/
https://en.rotterdam.info/locations/erasmusbrug/
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ROTTERDAM AND ITS 
SURROUNDINGS OFFER 
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
A VARIED SOCIAL AND EVENING 
PROGRAMME. 

In the Netherlands, distances are not 
that far apart. The capital city of 
Amsterdam for example, can be easily 
reached with train or bus (30-45 
minutes). Please find some suggestions 
for your social programme on this 
page.

The Hague, residence 
of the Dutch King and 
seat of government

Amsterdam’s canals

Windmills at 
Zaanse Schans

Delta Works 
Neeltje Jans

Visit Amsterdam’s 
variety of world-
famous museums

Modern architecture in 
Rotterdam

DISCOVER THE 
NETHERLANDS
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ROTTERDAM IN 
THE MEDIA

‘Futuristic architecture, inspired 
initiatives such as inner-city canal 
surfing, a proliferation of art, and a 
surge of drinking, dining and nightlife 
venues make Rotterdam one of 
Europe’s most exhilarating cities right 
now.’ 
Lonely Planet

‘A set of recent green-minded urban 
renewal initiatives has propelled 
Rotterdam , The Netherlands’ youngest 
and most multicultural city, even further 
into the future.’ 
New York Magazine
 

‘First Class architecture in Netherlands’ 
second city. Post WWII reconstruction 
has changed the face of one of 
Europe’s largest ports, where striking, 
cubes architecture gives shape to the 
most modern skyline in the country.’
The New York Times

‘Rotterdam in the spotlight: from dismal 
mega-port to ‘Dutch Brooklyn’ 
The Guardian

‘Rotterdam is becoming a safer and 
more attractive city, hard at work on a 
new infrastructure to protect itself 
against the changing climate. Its 
innovative and progressive approach 
to water management is having a 
visible effect – one that has not gone 
unnoticed. Scientists, policymakers and 
journalists worldwide are monitoring 
these developments closely. Rotterdam 
has managed to surprise everyone time 
and again with initiatives such as 
‘water plazas’, clever water storage 
solutions and floating constructions.’ 
The New Economy

Rotterdam has made it into the top ten 
large cities in Europe that have the best 
investment climate. On the Foreign 
Direct Investment Index, the 
authoritative fDi Index compiled by The 
Financial Times, Rotterdam occupies a 
ninth place among the ‘Large European 
Cities of the Future 2016/17’. 
Rotterdam also achieved Europe’s best 
score on ‘connectivity’ in its category.’ 
The Financial Times

‘A city designed for modern 
architecture geeks where you can 
sleep, eat, drink, walk across and even 
park your bike in a contemporary 
masterpiece’ 
The Times‘Old Masters and cool culture are just 

a ride away in the Netherlands’ 
second city.’ 
The Telegraph

‘13 reasons why Rotterdam may be 
Europe’s new capital of cool.’ 
CNN

Best of of travel 2019
The Independent
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SUBVENTION FUND
The Municipality of Rotterdam offers a 
subvention for associations operating 
in the medical, maritime or agrofood 
industry sectors, among others, who 
plan to organize their European or 
International congress in our city. 
Rotterdam Partners can provide you 
with the precise conditions to qualify 
for this fund and is happy to assist you 
in the application process. 

RECEPTION AT CITY HALL
If the congress is confirmed in 
Rotterdam we can assist to request a 
reception in City Hall (upon 
availability, 350 people max and not 
during the weekend). The (vice) mayor 
will personally welcome you and your 
congress delegates to the city during 
this 1.5 hour welcome reception 
including drink and hors d’oeuvres, 
hosted by the city. 

SITE INSPECTION
Rotterdam Partners would like to 
extend a warm welcome to the Board 
and invite you for a site inspection 
prior to or after the decision is made 
for the host destination. With this visit 

we introduce our city and visit the 
proposed venues, hotels, and possible 
dinner venues and support you in this 
difficult decision to be made. 

PRE-FINANCING & GUARANTEE 
FUND
This Fund offers financial security to 
organisers of international conferences 
of at least two days. This incentive fund 
combines two schemes that make it 
easier to actually realise conferences.

ONLINE BOOKING TOOL
AIR FRANCE & KLM Global Meetings 
offers organisers a free online tool that 
is unique within the aviation industry. It 
enables organisers to make their event 
more attractive to visitors and 
exhibitors by offering a discount of 5 
to 10% on most KLM and Air France 
fares. In addition, the organiser can 
earn free tickets. As an organiser you
qualify for reward tickets when using 
AIR FRANCE & KLM Global
Meetings online booking tool.

Rotterdam has a great price/quality ratio and offers (financial) 
support for organisors of international association meetings. 
According to the Central Agency for Statistics, Rotterdam is the 
cheapest among the four conference cities in the Netherlands. 

City Hall

FINANCIAL 
SUPPORT
FOR YOU AND YOUR DELEGATES

http://vgfholland.nl/en
http://www.airfrance.fr/FR/fr/local/www_airfranceklm-globalmeetings_com.htm
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CITY SUPPORT
“I would like to thank Rotterdam Partners 
for all your efforts as your approach was 
one of the key factors in the decision 
making process for the ESSO 2019 
congress. We look very much forward to 
working with you and are convinced that 
ESSO 2019 will be a great success.”

Rotterdam Partners Convention 
Bureau acts as your quick 
access point to all organisations 
in Rotterdam. In addition, we 
offer a number of related 
services free of charge.

SERVICES
• Advice on your choice of locations,  
 including organising and   
 facilitating site inspections;
• Advice on your choice of   
 accommodations for attendees;
• Advice and information about  
 social programmes for delegates  
 and/or partners;

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
In addition to our mentioned services, 
Rotterdam Partners also provides:
• Discounted local transportation  
 passes (Rotterdam Welcome Card);
• To be present at the bid   
 presentation;
• Designing and printing promotional    
 flyers and posters. 

cycling in the  
Maritime District 

View from 
the Euromast

• Use of Information Desk at   
 Rotterdam Central Station (office  
 hours).
• Free promotional materials (city  
 maps and tourist guides) for all  
 participants;
• Use of high resolution digital   
 pictures of Rotterdam which can be  
 used for promotion of the congress;
• Use of a promotional video of the  
 city of Rotterdam;
• Support in promotion via our  
 Rotterdam Partners Convention  
 Bureau website and via our social  
 media platforms;

Tourist Information 
Desk at Rotterdam 
Central Station

Daniel Švarc
Project Development 
Manager C-IN (PCO for 
ESSO 2019)

http://www.rotterdambrandingtoolkit.nl
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HOTEL 
OVERVIEW 
ROTTERDAM

CITY CENTRE
5-star properties
Hilton Rotterdam 253

Kimpton Rotterdam (opening 2022) 231

Rotterdam Marriott Hotel 231

Mainport by Inntel Hotel 215

Bayhouse Hotel (opening 2020) 200

The Slaak Rotterdam 74

Total hotel rooms 5-star 1,204
properties

4-star properties
Nhow Rotterdam (De Rotterdam) 278

Inntel Hotels Rotterdam Centre 263

ss Rotterdam Hotel en Restaurants 254

Room Mate Rotterdam 230

NH Atlanta 215

Novotel Rotterdam Brainpark 202

Ahoy Hotel (opening 2020) 250

Van der Valk Rotterdam-Blijdorp 193

Bilderberg Parkhotel Rotterdam 189

Hotel Chicago (opening 2021) 182

citizenM 151

Hampshire Hotel Savoy Rotterdam 94

BW Art Hotel Rotterdam 87

Hotel New York 72

New Ocean Paradise Hotel 25

Hotel One 23

Stroom Rotterdam 21

Quartier du Port 20

Suitehotel Pincoffs 17

A Small hotel 6

Euromast 2 

Maria Callas Yacht Hotel 2

Total hotel rooms 4-star 2,776
properties

3-star properties
The Student Hotel 484

Holiday Inn Express 214

The James 144

Ibis Rotterdam City Centre 139

Hotel Rotterdam 115

Days Inn Rotterdam City Centre 95

Thon Hotel Rotterdam 92

H2otel 49

Hotel Breitner 36

Hotel van Walsum 29

Hotel Port (Delfshaven) 27

Hotel Turkuaz 27

Hotel Emma 24

Hotel Milano 24

Skyline Hotel 17

Boat-hotel Rotterdam 6

Total hotel rooms 3-star 1,522 
properties

Appartments
Premier Suites Plus Rotterdam 104

Urban Residences Rotterdam 78

Total appartments 182

Budget Accommodations
Cityhub 126

Easyhotel Rotterdam Centre 107

Stayokay Rotterdam (235 beds) 52

Hostel King Kong 25

Hotel Amar (Delfshaven) 22

Hotel Floris (Delfshaven) 22

Hostel Stay Inn 17

Hostel ROOM (85 beds) 16

Hotel Bienvenue 10

Hostel Ani & Haakien (54 beds) 8

Hostel De Mafkees (100 beds) 3

Total rooms budget 408
accommodation 

GREATER ROTTERDAM AREA
4-star properties
Van der Valk Schiedam (opening 2020) 179

Wingshotel 150

Van der Valk Nieuwerkerk 147

Van der Valk Ridderkerk 140

Carlton Oasis Spijkenisse 139

Bastion Hotel Rotterdam Vlaardingen 135

Novotel Rotterdam-Schiedam 134

Bastion Hotel Rotterdam / 105

Terbregseplein

NH Capelle 105

Regardz Airport Hotel Rotterdam 98

Hotel ARA 80

Delta hotel Vlaardingen 78

Total 4-star greater 1,490
Rotterdam area 

3-star properties
Bastion hotel Rotterdam Rhoon 147

Bastion hotel Rotterdam Brielle 96

Ibis Hotel Vlaardingen 90

Bastion hotel Rotterdam Barendrecht 80

Atlas Hotel Holiday Spijkenisse 52

Hotel Campanile Vlaardingen 48

Campanile Hotel Rotterdam Oost 47

Hotel Rotterdam Zuidplein 30

Total 3-star greater 590
Rotterdam area

2-star properties
Ibis Budget Rotterdam Airport 121

Total 2-stars greater 121
Rotterdam area

SURROUNDING OF ROTTERDAM
Resort Città Romana Europoort 263

Hotel ’t Wapen van Marion 106

Badhotel Rockanje 68

Mercure hotel Papendrecht 66

Olaertsduyn Conferentiehotel 55

Total surrounding of 558
Rotterdam

CURRENT BY 2020 BY 2021 BY 2022

TOTAL BEDROOMS 
CITY CENTRE

5,229 5,679 5,861 6,092

TOTAL BEDROOMS 
ROTTERDAM

7,809 8,438 8,620 8,851
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FLOOR PLAN
DE DOELEN ICC ROTTERDAM

Floor plan | Doelen Complex

ISDH 
1 - 4 July 2026

1st Floor 

Plenary hall

Routing to other
meeting rooms

Meeting room 3

Meeting room 2

Plenary hall 

Entrance
Registration
Cloakroom

Posters
Expo
Catering  

Meeting rooms

Smaller 
breakout rooms

Covered bridge to the Marriott Hotel 

Ground Floor

Entrance | Schouwburgplein

To exhibition and 
catering area 1st floor

To exhibition and 
catering area 1st floor

Meeting room 1

REGISTRATION

Plenary hall 

Entrance
Registration
Cloakroom

Posters
Expo
Catering  

Meeting rooms

Smaller 
breakout rooms
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3rd Floor 

Meeting room 4

Plenary hall 

Entrance
Registration
Cloakroom

Posters
Expo
Catering  

Meeting rooms

Smaller 
breakout rooms

2nd Floor 

Plenary hall 

Entrance
Registration
Cloakroom

Posters
Expo
Catering  

Meeting rooms

Smaller 
breakout rooms

4th Floor 

Meeting room 5

Session room6

Plenary hall 

Entrance
Registration
Cloakroom

Posters
Expo
Catering  

Meeting rooms

Smaller 
breakout rooms
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Grote Zaal 2400 m2 - 19 m - - - 1755 - - yes no

Port of Rotterdam Foyer 1400 m2 - 7 m - - - - 1000 1500 yes yes

Hal Grote Zaal 2320 m2 - 2,5-5 m - - - - 900 1200 yes yes

Verhagen Dakfoyer 84 m2 12 x 7 m 3 m 36 24 24 60 40 60 yes yes

Jurriaanse Zaal 532 m2 - 11 m - - - 465 - - yes no

Jurriaanse Foyer 700 m2 - 7 m - - - - 400 600 yes yes

Jurriaanse Hall 690 m2 - 2,94 m - - - - 100 200 yes yes

Van Cappellen Zaal 150 m2 - 3,5 m - - - 142 - - no no

Arcadis Zaal 456 m2 38 x 12 m 7 m 270 100 180 450 370 500 yes yes

Van der Mandele Zaal 209 m2 11 x 19 m 7 m 60 30 45 150 100 150 yes yes

Eduard Flipse Zaal 216 m2 12 x 18 m 7 m 120 58 108 150 100 yes yes

De Monchy Zaal 91 m2 7 x 13 m 2,8 m 40 26 26 85 50 100 yes no

De Leeuw Kamer* 28 m2 5 x 5 m 2,8 m 12 16 - 24 - - yes yes

Keuris Kamer* 23 m2 5 x 4 m 2,8 m 8 10 - 18 - - yes yes

Schat Kamer* 28 m2 5 x 5 m 2,8 m 12 12 - 20 - - yes yes

MEASUREMENT L X W CABARET U-SHAPE  CLASSROOM THEATRE RECEPTION AIRCO DAYLIGHTDINNER HEIGHT 

* These conference rooms have flexible dividing walls

CAPACITY TABLE CAPACITY TABLE

Willem Burger Zaal 710 m2 - 7,50 m - - - 700 - - yes yes

Willem Burger Foyer 540 m2 - 3,30-9,30 - - - - 350 700 yes yes

Willem Burger Hall 680 m2 36 x 19 m 8,20 m - - - - 370 700 yes yes

Zeelenberg Zaal 98 m2 7 x 14 m 2,70 m 48 38 56 90 - - yes yes

Hudig Zaal 80 m2 9 x 9 m 3,60 m 24 26 32 66 39 70 yes yes

Schadee Zaal 90 m2 9 x 10 m 3,60 m 24 30 32 66 50 100 yes yes

Van Beuningen Zaal 115 m2 9 x 13 m 3,60 m 32 30 40 87 60 120 yes yes

Ruys Zaal* 100 m2 10 x 10 m 4,75 m 32 26 40 66 45 - yes yes

Van Rijckevorsel Zaal* 60 m2 10 x 6 m 4,75 m 20 20 20 45 30 - yes yes

Plate Zaal* 60 m2 10 x 6 m 4,75 m 20 20 20 45 30 - yes yes

Van der Vom Zaal* 70 m2 10 x 7 m 4,75 m 20 20 20 47 25 - yes yes

Mees Zaal* 90 m2 13 x 7 m 4,75 m 20 20 24 64 - - yes yes

Van Weelde Zaal* 300 m2 13 x 23 m 4,75 m 84 58 132 242 150 300 yes yes

* These conference rooms have flexible dividing walls

CONGRESS CENTRE MEASUREMENT L X W RECEPTION AIRCO DAYLIGHTDINNER HEIGHT CABARET U-SHAPE  CLASSROOM THEATRE
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FLOOR PLAN
ROTTERDAM AHOY
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3RD FLOOR
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Surroundings 
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SUSTAINABILITY 
IN ROTTERDAM

THE CITY 
Rotterdam focusses on sustainability under the umbrella of the Rotterdam Climate 
Initiative. The Port of Rotterdam and the City of Rotterdam, among others, work as 
partners to enhance the sustainability of the city, the port and the industrial complex. 
Rotterdam also participates in the Clinton Climate Initiative, C40, 100 Resilient Cities 
and Connecting Delta Cities, and became home to the UN Global Center of Excel-
lence on Climate Adaptation in 2018. 

The City of Rotterdam has defined three goals for a green, safe and sustainable city. 

Aim 1. Green, healthy and future-proof
Aim 2. Cleaner energy at lower costs
Aim 3.  A strong and innovative 
 economy

FLOATING FARM
Rotterdam’s Floating Farm is a self-
sufficient floating farm. Here they 
produce daily fresh food in an animal-
friendly and sustainable way. The 
production is circular. 

Floating Farm is, in addition to a 
commercial manufacturing company, an 
important education hub with respect to 
innovative techniques and urban 
agriculture, particularly for pupils, 
students and the business circuit.

In addition to providing a valuable 
floating platform that can function as an 
alternative for the scarce availability of 
land both within our country and 
outside of it, Floating Farm produces 
and retails day-fresh food that runs 
through a closed cycle and ends up at 
the consumer.

DUTCH WINDWHEEL
The Dutch “Windwheel” will be an 
example and accelerator for innovation, 
renewable energy and the circular and 
inclusive economy. It is the dynamic 
showcase for Dutch Design & 
Innovation and provides a continuous 
platform for demonstrating technical 
and technological innovations. 

The Dutch “Windwheel” is the icon of 
the future. It has been designed for 
disassembling and re-use and will be 
built with materials from the Rotterdam 
region. The building itself needs to be 
entirely dynamic and upgradable after 
it has been built. It thereby sets a new 
standard for sustainable building and 
smart city development. A global icon 
for sustainability. And with the 
integration of all kinds of sustainable 
and innovative technologies is an 
attraction in itself.

In Rotterdam we speak of resilience. We aim to become a city in which resilience 
thinking has been anchored in daily life, as well as in the actions taken by 
companies, institutions, government and citizens. Specifically we are working 
towards the goals of a balanced society, clean and reliable energy, a climate-
resilient Rotterdam to the next level, 21st century-ready infrastructure, and a 
sustainable future. 
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VISITORS CARE

With regard to medical services: 
In Rotterdam, we have the International Health Center Rotterdam (ICHR). It is located 
at Gerdesiaweg 488 and offers all facilities needed for  ‘general practice care’  
(huisartsenzorg) as well as specialities such as cardiology, gynecology, pediatrics 
etc. All personel speak English, and structurally plan more time for Internationals in 
order to allow for cultural issues. More information is available on www.ihcr.nl . At 
the moment only the home page is in English but the website is going to be fully in 
English by the middle of April 2019. The staff will also be capable of explaining the 
Dutch medical care system to internationals. The IHCR will have a “walk-in” hour 
where anyone with a medical emergency can visit, even when not registered there. 
More locations are planned for the future, throughout the city. The IHCR works close-
ly with Erasmus MC and with most insurance policies. Alternately, in Rotterdam we 
have the City Doctors located at Gordelweg 115 guaranteeing an appointment on 
the same day, more information at www.citydoctors.nl.

With regard to dental emergencies: 
Dental 365 was established by a group of dentists and specialists who thought there 
is too little emergency assistance in dental treatment in The Netherlands. The concept 
of Dental 365 is that quality, emergency care and availability are complementary 
to the regular dental care. To get most out of this concept, Dental 365 works closely 
with dental care practices, hospitals and specialist in the region. When these parties 
are not able to provide aid, they can redirect their patients to Dental 365. This could 
happen outside working hours, in the weekend or when a dental practice is closed 
due to holidays.

http://www.ihcr.nl
http://www.citydoctors.nl
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Maaike Hamann
Account Manager
+31 6 12 76 81 01
m.hamann@rotterdampartners.nl

Joost van der Steen
Business Researcher
+31 6 27 88 53 40
j.vandersteen@rotterdampartners.nl

CONTACT 
INFORMATION

Rotterdam, July 2019

This is a production of Rotterdam 
Partners, in cooperation with the Dutch 
Dental Hygienists Association (NVM-
mondhygiënisten), for the International 
Federation of Dental Hygienists (IFDH).

Design
Studio Beige 

Photography
Rotterdam. Make it Happen.

NVM-mondhygiënisten 
Groenewoudsedijk 40 
3528 BK Utrecht 
The Netherlands 

P.O. Box 1166  
3430 BD Nieuwegein 
The Netherlands 

+31 30 657 10 13
bureau@mondhygienisten.nl
www.mondhygienisten.nl

mailto:c.kalamidas@rotterdampartners.nl
mailto:j.vandersteen@rotterdampartners.nl
https://rotterdammakeithappen.nl/
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STAKE YOUR CLAIM AND 
MAKE IT GREAT.

ROTTERDAM
MAKE IT HAPPEN.
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